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EDITORIAL EXCEI,IRNCE, 1944
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Always More Home News First
. . . And More Local Advertising

Princeto,n, Kentucky, Thursday, October 5, 1944

For Queen
w Public Views OfCandidate
Grid Team In 1962
Democrats Will
Hear Signal For
ice Of Press
.,.ber 1-8 is being celei as National Newspaper
throughout the United
. Following are brief
uents made, on inviteby representative perm this community reig their opinions as to
.e rendered by this newsand others:
• • •

Anyhow, Tom Caught
11 Pounds Of Fish

Campaign Tonight
Roosevelt, Barkley and
State Leaders To'
Sound Rallying
Note On Radio

Sanatoria Group
Inspects 5 Sites
For Hospital Here

Number 14
Accepts Call From
Hanover, Ind, Church

Princeton's Bid May Be
Lost Because Sewer
Disposal Plant Is
Held Overloaded

40 Pct. Of Quota
Given In 3 Days
Of War Fund Drive
Leaders Ask Sustained Effort Of Workers And
More Generous Support To Meet Growing
Needs Of Agencies On Battle Fronts

Louisville, Oct. 4 —A signal
Particularly pleased with the
for the beginning of intensive
Randolph site, located just beApproximately 40 percent of the $6,500 total needed
organization work in Kentucky
yond the eastern city limit on
to make the eounty's War Fund quota Was obtained the
and the nation to rally votes for
the Hopkinsville road, and also
first three days of the campaign, largely from business and
the November election will be
favorably impressed with the
professional concerns and individuals workingjn the downJohnson property, on the Eddygiven Thursday night by Presitown district, Grayson Harralson, county chairman, reported
vine road, members of the State
dent Roosevelt, Robert E. HanWednesday, considered good response for this limited time,
Sanatoria Commission who
negan and Mrs. G. A. Tillett,
he said.
visited
both of the National Committee;
Princeton Thursday afterTeams of business men and
noon on a tour of cities seeking
Harry Lee Waterfield, DemocraBAND WILL GO WITH
booths
operated by women
the new tuberculosis hospitals
tic State campaign chairman,
Rev. John N. Fox
TEAM—IF FANS WILL
members of various organizatcontinued to Dawson Springs
and Senator Alben W. Barkley in
Glenda Sue Morgan
ions have done the collecting
without leaving the local apan hour long radio program.
FURNISH CAR SPACE
Charming little daughter of
plication may be.
The public is invited to a Pep thus far, Mr. Harrelson said but
The program will be in two
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Morgan
Dr. C. C. Howard, Glasgow;
Chapel program at Butler High Wednesday, members of the
parts. The first beginning at 9
who, at 9 months, has the sort
Lawrence Ashmore, MadisonFriday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, GSO began their Solicitation of
and continuing until 9:25 o'clock
of smile that captivates.
ville; Cas Walden, Edmonton; W.
preliminary to the Princeton- homes in every part of PrinceP.M. will be nationwide and will
G. Biggers, Prestonsburg, and
Madisonville football game to be ton and this canvass is expected
be featured by a 20-minute
Presbyterian Minister
Claude L. Hammons, Corbin,
played at Madisonville that to swell the total appreciably beskeech by President Roosevelt.
composed the committee. They
night,
fore the end of the week. The
Accepts Call To
Two-minute speeches will be
were accompanied on their tour
The Butler Band will accom- campaign will continue throughmade by Chairman Hannegan
Church
Hanover,
Ind.
of five local sites offered by Dr.
pany the squad to Madisonville, out October, or until the quota
and Mrs. Tillett on the same
Rev. John N. Fox, for the it was announced, provided
F. T. Linton, Chas. J. White, C.
is reached, Mr. Harrelson said.
program.
Cen2
years
pastor
of
the
A. Woodall, Merle,Drain and G. last
enough cars can be obtained to
All-Day Agricultural
About 20 percent more of the
At its conclusion State Chairtral Presbyterian Church here, convey the members.
Pictured is Thos. J. Simmons, M. Pedley.
total needed here is expected to
man
Waterfield
will
make
a
Event To Be Held
F. J. Hartstern and Joe Ste- presented his resignation, to be
Twelve or 13 cars are needed be obtained in town, with rea comparative neophyte among
five-minute talk to be followed
Princeton's anglers, with six w a r d, architects, accompanied effective January 1, to officers and fans who will volunteer to sidents of the county, who are
Thursday, Oct. 12
by a 30-minute political address
bass, weighing 11 pounds, which the sanatoria committee and of the church Sunday, following take a carload of the band boys being solicited by pupils of the
Caldwell county's annual Agby Senator Alben W. Barkley,
made a survey of water, electric morning services. Mr. Fox will and girls are asked to notify rural schools, making up the rericultural School Fair will be speaking before a rally of Perry he caught in a little more than and sewer facilities here, being
go to a new charge at Hanover, Director K. V. Bryant or Coach maining 40 percent, the chairan hour last Tuesday afternoon,
held at the Fredonia High county Democrats, at Hazard.
"Chick" Walker.
man said. Last year, response in
from a pond on the Princeton- especially particular about in- Ind.
Senator Barkle y's Hazard Cadiz highway. Friends charge quiring as to the adequacy of
School, Thursday, Oct. 12, with
Final action on the resignation
the rural communities was exevents scheduled from early speech will be broadcast over he seined 'em, bought 'em or Princeton's sewerage dispos al is expected to be taken at a
cellent and, with residents of
morning throughout the day, Station *HAS and other Ken- borrowed 'ern for this picture plant.
Princeton contributing more
congregational meeting to be
They were told by Forest held Sunday morning, Oct. 22,
Supt. E. F. Blackburn said this tucky stations from .9:30 to 10 but anyhow, Tom ate the fish.
liberally than they did in 1943,
Pogue, sanitary inspector, that Mr. Fox said.
week. As annually, a large o'clock P.M.
there is every hope the full
the city would have had another
attendance from all section of
quota for the city and county
The call from the Indiana
* * *
industry, a cheese making plant
the county is anticipated. Rev A. Barkley Flays Dewey
will be obtained, workers stated.
and
weekend
church
came
last
ard F. Blackburn, Supt. D. Smith, principal of the Fre- Labeling G. 0. P. Candidate
which B. T. Daum, proprietor of
T. R. Bryant To Be
Next
ilek's issue of The
for
service,
offers
wider
field
the Princeton Cream and Butter
tatty Schools: "News- donia school, is superintendent Thomas E. Dewey as the "mat
Principal Speaker At Leader will contain a list of
Numerous expressCo., planned to start here, but Mr. Fox said.
which fairly and fear- of the Fair, and all schools of the consummate pettifogger w h o
names of all who have given $5
Session Here Oct. 11
for the fact that the State Board ions of regret have been heard
present both sides of county are eligable to partici- ever aspired to the presidency
or more to the War Fund up to
resignsince
news
of
the
here
State
Officials
Ask
of
Health
had
held
the
city's
Thompson R. Bryant, assistant Monday, Oct. 9, Mr. Harrelson
of the United States" Senator
public issues are the pate.
circulation,
the
ation
gained
sewerage
disposal plant was alst force for preserve- Exhibits of farm products, Alben W. Barkley in a campaign
Kiwanians To Aid
director of Agricultural Exten- stated.
Presbyterian minister having
ready over-loaded.
f democratic govern- quilts and needlework, vocation- address at Glasgow Saturday
sion, University of Kentucky, In a statement sent to The
Project
Eggner's
Ferry
civic
affairs,
active
in
been
While no expression was heard
Leader this week, S. J. Lowry,
it the world today. Mud al training, canning and other charge the Republican party
support of their from the architects on this, re- especially' young people's work, will be principal speaker at the
Appealing
for
district chairman for the War
g, r abb I e rousing farm and school products will be with "demagogy" and a "futile program for a modern .State
ninth
annual
meeting
of
the
July,
1942.
cord of the statement made by since coming here in
Fund drive, said he felt the
attempt to deceive" and declarlism is an ever present principal features.
Caldwell
County
Homemakers'
Mr. Fox was president of the
auspicious start here means
Riding rings, track events, ed "the Democratic party is park in the Kentucky Lake area, the sanitary inspector was made
to both society and
bridge, by Mr. Hartstern,
near Eggner's Ferry
local USO chapter last 5'ear, is Association, scheduled for 1:30 success but urged that all
tic government. The such as running and jumping neither afraid nor ashamed of Commissioner of Conservation
o'clock,
Wednesday,
Oct.
11,
at
Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor, was vice-president of the Princeton
citizens bear in mind the situatfalls in the first contests, a basketball game be- its record."
Harold Browning, Williamsburg, also interviewed by the archi- Hospital Board, an active mcm- the George Coon Lisanby, Mrs. ions which exist on the fighting
tween the ,Fredonia and Cobb
"The issues upon which the
Charles Wilson, president of the
fronts, in Europe and in the
teams and other events, with people will pass their judgment and Director of Parks Russell tects and told them the city is ber of the Kiwanis Club and organization, has announced.
• * •
South Pacific, where heaviest
entertainment for old and young, this year in this election are Dyche, London,' spoke to mem- planning to enlarge the 'capacity Cubrnaster of Pringeton's. first
Group
singing,
led
by
Mrs.
W.
this are included in the program.
John N. Fox:
of
the
sewer
disposal plant.
ber of the Kiwanis Club here
Cub Pack.
fighting involving American
0.
Towery,
repqrts
of
project
simple" Barkley said, "they intime a good newsDr. F. T. Linton expressed the
Wednesday neon.
men and women is now in proleaders and election of "county
volve the ability, the widsom,
merits a priority ratThe officials said West Ken opinion that the matter of sewergress.
officers
will
be
included
in
the
faith,
the
the
good
willingness,
it is perii.stent in
age dispozal, insotith
'"When war ends in Europe,
tacky, • ,.specially this mt.
fresinns,-at the conclusion of
to say 'nothing of title hertes0' lying immediately adjacent to The Stale itiberculositat
the attention of
fhe need for the services of War
ivhich
tea
be
served
by
4-H
ard
parties
of 'both political
dean people to the
Fund agencies will be greater
the new TVA lake, stands to mould not be a major factor,
Guess,
Club
members.
Miss
Nelle
their respective' administrations reap
ties of the social
rather than less," he explained.
huge benefits in tourist since any hospital built beyond
Mrs.
Alvin
Lisanby
and
Mrs.
for the last 24 years."
a city's sewer line would have
"John R. Mott, of the V.
dollars
and
recreational
facilities
Bernard
Jones
are
committee
* * *
Park, Swope And Lucas
Senator Barkley in his address and appealed for hearty sup- its own disposal plant,
Prisoners Aid organization, •
Fox Announces Hours
chairmen assisting Mrs. Wilson
charged that Republican meth port of the State park project,
his agency will have to be
am, President, KiDeal,
New
Attack
in plans for the meeting.
For Observance At
bers of Congress had done every-. pledging aid of Kentuckiant in
ried on at the present sea'
"As one who has
BEING
EASTSIDE
GYM
In connection with achieveFDR And Barkley
thing they could to prevent their
Central Presbyterian
12 months and that incre.,1 t in several cornsection of the State.
RENOVATED FOR USE
Republicans from Lyon, ment day program, an exhibit Important services will
campaigns, I can ap- A schedule of services, to give President Roosevelt from - prt
Mr. Browning urged that "betCrittenden, Trigg and Caldwell of furniture will be held in local quired throughout the
war.
'
nation
for
this
for
paring
prayer
offer
thanks
and
AS
ASSEMBLY
HALL
work
The
the fine
ter men" be sent to the Legislacounties heard James Park, GOP store windows the week of Oct- part of a second year.
does in promoting all victory when Germany is defeat- Speaking of the peace that ture and that, when the State
New light fixtures are being
nominee for the U.S. Senate; ober 10-17. Painted and re'Barkley
the
Senator
announced
for
"Thirty additional USO show,
would
follow
has
been
ed,
terprises. Having high
park program is presented with installed in the gymnasium at Robt. H. Lucas, Louisville, and finished pieces on which work
interest, it is an ex- Central Presbyterian Church by said, "we must not allow part- a request for a necessary appro- Eastside School and the interior King Swope, Lexington, con- has been done during the past have been asked for by Admiral
Nimitz for the China invasion
isanship to mar the hope -of the priation, all citizens of this coun- is being painted, both jobs to be
advertising Medium." Rev. John Fox, pastor.
demn the New Deal and attack year will be displayed. Miss period and elaborate entertain• * *
If news of V-E Day comes be- world" for a just and lasting
completed
this
week,
Supt.
C.
A.
Curnutt,
home
furnishVivian
ty lend the movement their supPresident Roosevelt in campaign
ment circuits for military hoso'clock at night and 6 peace.
Horn said, to make the place,
C. A. Pepper, Chair- tween 9morning,
port.
addresses at the courthouse here ings specialist of the College of pitals have been requested," Mr.
the service will
the
in
Barkley
Senator
concluding
In
used
as
an
assembly
hall
by
SO: "I deeply appre- start at 8:30 o'clock, morning; if
Tuesday afternoon. The rally ex- Agriculture and Home Econo- Lowry said, continuing: "Imstudents and for a variety, of
the splendid coopera- between 6 o'cloek morning and gave as the basis for the Demotended from 2 o'clock until al- mics, will assist community club mediately after a sudden armismeetings, more attractive. The
leaders in arranging the display.
he Leader has given noon, at 2 o'clock, afternoon; if cratic campaign appeal the
most 5.
tice, the relief picture in Europe
work is being supervised by
ctivities during the between noon and 4 in the after- following:
Donald Roberts, county cam- Window space has been donated will be confused and pressure
Miss Ellouise Jones, for the paign chairman, presided and by merchants for use the entire
the
which
question
upon
"The
have been an officer noon, at 5 o'clock; and if befor increased relief budgets is
Board of Education, Mr. Horn
introduced Walter Prince, Ben- week.
organization. I espec- tween 4 and 7:30 o'clock, at 8:30, American people and the people
to be expected.
said.
their
render
must
Kentucky
of
ton, who presented Mr. Swope,
Mize the value of the night. .
"There is every indication our
L.
Cash
Tr
an,
Mayor
W.
is
what
judgment
twice Republican, nominee for Mrs. John Gates Suffers
Pacific forces, headed by Geneditorials and benefits The schedule is effective all unbiased
light
Aubrey Childress Heads Governor. Mr. Swope in a leng- Slight Stroke Sunday
Makes Presentation
eral MacAuthur, may free the
mmunity has derived days except Sunday, Mr. Fox what group of men, in the reof their experience and their
thy introduction, gave way to
Philippines goon, and then War
em."
said, and the public, as well as
Revenue
Workers
U.
S.
widely
Church
John
Gate
s,
Mrs.
At
Methodist
cords, can best finish the job in
• * •
Mr. Park.
Fund agencies will have anall Members of the congregation,
Aubrey H. Childress, son of
Troop No. 75, Princeton's
which we are now engaged and
Mr. Lucas, State organization known resident of 611 Washing- other big job. Yes, there is
Cunningham, Secre- is invited to attend.
W.
W.
Childress,
Judge and Mrs.
slight
street,
suffered
a
ton
unit,
was
first
Negro
Boy
Scout
appealing
upon
last,
follow
spoke
chairman,
which
will
the one
every reason why we should
otary Club: "Congratformally admitted to the organ- Princeton, and chief field de- for a strong organization among stroke of paralysis at her home make an extra effort to give
the heels of victory."
s to The Leader this Two New Directors Go
Revenue
the
Internal
puty
in
rallied
She
a
morning.
Sunday
night
in
Sunday
ization
First
disthe
Republicans of
Senator Barkley will make an
generously to our War Fund
al Newspaper Week
office at Louisville, was elected trict in counties this side of the Monday and her condition was campaign now," he concluded.
active speaking campaign ceremonial held in the First
a ving consistently To Kiwanis Convention
National
Aspresident
of
the
Church,
colored.
Dr.
improved
Methodist
much
reported
be
to
rivers. The circuit courtlabom
Edwin Lamb and John Mor- throughout the next month. A W. L. Cash presented the chart- sociation
he battles of youth
of Collector of Inter- was well filled.
Wednesday.
least two
Another Art Window
ainst juvenile delin- gan, newly elected directors of schedule requiring at
Thos.
R.
Durr,
at
the
the
Rev.
Employes,
er;
nal Revenue
the Princeton club, left Tuesday addresses a day is in preparat- pastor of the sponsoring church, annual convention of the
tracts Attention
Campaign
Democratic
Training Course For
• * •
morning to attend the 26th an- ion by
accepted, and short talks were organization, held at Louisville Princeton To Have
Paintings by Cpl. Allan Watdistrict convention of Headquarters. He will speak in made by E. D. Brantley, Scout
nual
Scout Leaders Begins
Frank G. Wood,Chairlast week.
Frozen Food Lockers
son and Kimball Underwood
Chatta- every congressional district.
A training course for three and an old scrapbook, property
assistant executive, of MadisonPrinceton is soon to have frozLibrary Board: "The Kiwanis International or extends
which
ville, and William Crider, Scoutaper is one of the nooga, Tenn.,
en food lockers, according to Rivers District :Joy Scout lead- of Miss Perle Hawthorne, conDemocratic Women Go
today. W. E. Fearing, Elks Will Celebrate
master of the new troop.
by ers was started here Monday taining kodak views of Princeannouncement Wednesday
mPortant factors in a through governor,
Ashland, Ky.,
School unTwelve boys became charter To Paducah Today
nity. It boosts busi- district
Joe and Kelsey Cummins, who night at Butler High
ton years ago, are on display in
Mortgage
of
Payment
members: James Bumpas, James
Mrs. Leona Trader, women's plan to install a plant, with der supervision ,,of C. A. Horn,
eps up civic pride, of- will preside.
celebrating
the window of the Eldred Harddance
and
party
A
Harris, Lavell Crowe, Chas. Tin- chairman for the Democratic 500-locker capacity, on their pro- chairman of the district comonstructive criticism,
ware Store, where they are atpayment of the mortgage on the sley, Gene C. Baker, Enoch county campaign committee,
Alton
for
training,
and
mittee
Court.
tee space to sdcial and Caldwell Again T6ps
Elks Home is planned for Sat- Hunter, E a r 1 Tinsley, David and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, a pre- perty east of Marble
Attending tracting considerable attention.
instructor.
Templeton,
s organizations. No
urday night, Oct. 14. All Elks Clark, Harmon G r a y, Bross cinct chairman, will head a de- Priorities must be obtained, but were Claude P'Pool, R. S. GreOn War Bonds
of local interest is Quota
definite assurance has been ob- gory, Carl Polly and Sam Pol- Revival at Eddy Creek
as
friends are invited. An Townsand, E. L. Edwards.
again,
and
countians
Caldwell
legation of Caldwell and Princetained this can be done within lock, of Madisonville; the Rev. Church Begins Oct. 9
d."
radio
WSM
the
war,
orchestra
from
the
during
Members of the Troop com- ton women attending a First and
in every month
• • •
next few months, K. R. Thos. R. Durr, of the colored
the
A revival will begin at Eddy
for
provide
music
mittee are Edward Powell, Second district organization
over-subscribed their quota of station will
Horn, Supt. of City War Bonds in September, buy- the dance. Net proceeds will be Clyde Crowe, H. D. Crowe, meeting at Paducah this after- Cummins said.
Methodist Church, and George Creek Baptist Church, October
: "Benjamin Franklin ing $25,218.75 worth, as against contributed to the War Fund. James Scott. William Crider is noon, to hear an address by Mrs.
Smith, assistant, both represent- 9, with the Rev. H. G. M. Hatter
Bible and newspaper an allotment of $24,000, Dr. C. Real country ham sandwiches Scoutmaster and • George Smith, Dorothy M. Vredenburg, secre- Two Princeton Girls On
ing Princeton's new Negro Boy preaching. Services will be in
charge of the Rev. L. J. Knoth,
Scout troop.
tary of the Democratic National
home, and a good F. Engelhardt, county chairman, and soft drinks will be provid- assistant.
Murray Roll Of Honor
and church in every said Tuesday.
The course will extend six pastor.
Representing the Three Rivers Committee.
ed.
Ruth Margaret Perkins and
weeks, with meetings of the
are the bulwarks of
district were R. S. Gregory, W
Clarence Allen Woodall, Princegroup each Monday night, Mr.
rty.' I subscribe to
L. Mays, J. F. Graham and G. M. Quads' Mother Dies
ton, were among the 65 honor Horn said. Marion, Eddyville and NO NECESSITY FOR
Pedley.
Percent."
roll students of the summer Fredonia troops are expected to
• • •
At Bowling Green
RATIONING COFFEE
session at Murray State College,
Lashley,
send representatives -to -.future
Mrs. Beulah Lindsey
My Associated Preas)
Charles Curry, supit was reported from the reel- meetings.
AAA Committeemen To
48, Leitchfield, mother of quad- tar's office.
Washington—War MobilizaSchool Lunchroom "A damaging impression is Mr. Gamble, urging
the
"T h e' Princeton widespread as to the U.S. Treas- bonds are now as negot le as Meet HereWed. Oct. 11 ruplets, died 'Tuesday at Bowltion Director James P. Byrnes
The AAA program for Cald- ing Green Hospital, on her 28th
79-Day Open Season
is a vital factor in ury's reason for making eligible
said Monday there is no necesNew
That
Lose
a government check, persons well county will be presented weddrng anniversary.
Don't
now.
munity life, serving War Bonds in the hands of inOn Ducks Starts Oct. 14 sity of rationing coffee stocks
remember "they at a Community Committeemen's
Her husband, Porter Lashley, Mileage Ration Record
Y as a welcome mes- dividuals eashable directly at who hold them
Ample replacement
Frankfort,
Oct.
3,
Kentucky
Wednesday,
held
meeting
to
be
said his wife, a native of EdThe slip of paper headed Milebut as a connecting banks," says a statement receiv- are the safest and most patriotic
for retailers "re available
at Monson county, had been in ill age Record, which motorists re- duck hunters will have a 79ween families and ed by The Leader from Ted R. way to keep interest earning afternoon, Oct. 11, starting
from wholesalers and coffee
day
open
season
on
migratory
1:30 o'clock, at the courthouse, health since birth of the quads ceived with their new "A" gasoGamble, national director of the money for any future need."
waterfowl beginning October 14 roasters, Byrnes said.
The goverrnhent's new plan, Roy Newsom, county AAA chair- —Beulah, Mildred, John and line books, will be needed when and ending December 31, and
His statement took cognizWar Finance Division, Washinggas
supplemental
this
week.
announced
for
man
application
23,
1941.
Martine,
February
providing for easy cashing of
Penny Meeting
ton, D. C.
regulations which provide them ance of "reports that coffee
old
replaces
the
M.
D.
fieldman,
This
Wilson,
made.
Ft.
0.
is
Drain is in Paducah
rationing was imminent, causOnly persons who out of sheer War Bonds If real need arises,
chairman. State AAA
Mrs. .1. E. Moore, Paducah, tire inspection record, and a list with an Increased bag limit on ing runs on grocery stores in
is attending a Penny necessity must dispose of their Is another reason for holding Royse,
certain
species,
Earl
Wallace,
will
be
issuances
East,
supplemental
Committee, and John H.
spent last week-end with Mr. of
II meeting extending War Bonds are expected to take them to the last minute and for
some parts of the country."
Mrs. lie,' MeGongh, N. Jef- kept on the back of it, OPA has director of the Division of Game
ay through ThUrs- advantage of the easier means of putting savings into bonds, the assistant director of the east and
and
Fish,
announced
this
week.
announced.
central division, will be present. ferson street.
cashing these securities in, says official suggests.
W. /4,„Cash, Mayor:

a freedom of the press,
manded as a condiuf peace, would mean
on for all people, everyas we have it in
.a. The Leader is a
id courageous newsserving our communisplendidly."
d its•needs
• •
. C. H. Jaggers, PresiPTA: "The Leader
us well-informed on
news and is to be cornnted for being willing
11 a thing by its name
or telling the news in
pointed English."
• • *
. Graham, County Agrial Agent: "The county
per is one of the
est forces in rural edu. Space in its columns
a to results of experi1 and research work in
hare over it period of
has inspired farmers
a better job. Every
family should receive
thia local news-

Rev. John N. Fox
Resigns Pastorate

Fredonia Host
For School Fair

Homemakers Plan
Annual Meeting

Urge Support For
New State Park

Republican Ra
Draws Big Crowd

VI Day Services
Are Scheduled

First Negro Scout
Troop Chartered

p

Keep War Bonds Unless Need
io Sell Is Dire, Treasury U

Thursday, October &
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Page Two

What It Means

ms
Democrats Emerge From Doldru
so long. We share the view
Well, the political campaign has livened
up, at least to the extent of guaranteeing
to Democrats down here in the Gibraltar
district who got. such a pain from that too
quiet election last summer and fall, that
this time they won't die off in a fit of
doldrums.
For which the Lord be praised!
FDR said he never saw an elephant, even
in the biggest circus, turn a handspring
without lighting on his back. So Dewey
turns one . . . and where he lands is pp to
the voters, come November 7.
Senator Barkley said at Paucah the
other night "Dewey isn't 'dewey', he's all
wet." Dewey himself says FDR has started
throwing mud, so he will do the same.
Thus it appears, war or no war, we are in
for a hot fight, with no holds barred, from
now until that important Tuesday.
Apparently Mr. Dewey got a shock when
the President, in his best vein, turned on
the heat with his celebrated wit and humor.
All dog lovers must have loved that bit
about Fala and certainly few will fear that
Fala's boss, expressing such sentiment for
his canine pal, could be less than sympathetic toward human ills and difficulties.
In fact, this seems to us to be the crux of
of the whole matter, when it comes to a
choice between these two candidates for
the nation's top office at a time when the
job hits a new high in importance: Which
has shown he is best able to solve the
gigantic problems our people face in winning the war and a peace which will endure
a while longer than the last?
Some will not want to vote for Mr. Roosevelt because he has had the place 12 years.
Many are opposed to keeping a man in the

White House
that the interests of a democracy are best
served by having a change, now and then;
say about as often as precedent has established the rule. But circumstances alter
cases and, in the light of recent history, no
Republican has shown himself anything
like so able to ,handle our interests in the
diplomatic field as has FDR. Certainly
none knows as much about what makes
things tick, here and elsewhere.
Mr. Dewey has latterly tried to win votes
by promising to out-Santa Claus, in the
matter of Social Security benefits. But did
the Republicans, during their long tenure
of power, think up and put in operation any
of the reforms which, instituted under
Roosevelt, now seem so worth while to the
New York governor?
Those old enough to remember how Harding, Coolidge and Hoover ran the country
into near chaos and the depression will not
listen to Dewey's claims that the trouble
came with Roosevelt and got worse under
him. Even the amplifiers of the best radios
cannot make this mis-statement sound loud
enough to drown out the still small voice of
truth in this respect.
A democracy is supposed to function for
the best interests of the majority. Mr.
Dewey, backed by Wall Street, Colonel McCormick, Landon, Hoover and the Very
Rich, cannot envision . . . nor does he try
to do so, the kind of democracy most present day Americans desire after this war.
Just now Mr. Dewey is still turning his
handspring; and it is likely he will whirl a
little faster and become even more perturbed after Mr. Roosevelt takes another crack
at him and his chief backers tonight.
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purpose of holding down prices
to prevent inflation he has made decisions
that have at times evoked protests from industry, from labor organizations, from
special groups of all kinds and yet the conclusion is that in all of these things Judge
Vinson has been fair and no one has questioned his high integrity and zealous purpose.
Tremendous responsibilities are contained in the reconversion and surplus property
measures. The task of carrying out the provisions of the bill will be one that must be
directed and guided with the greatest of
care.
If Judge Vinson is selected for this role
the nation will know that every item will be
accounted for properly and every dollar
honestly handled and that no favoritism
will be shown to any who have interests
under the act but that fair play will be accorded to all, without fear or favor.
(Lexington Herald).
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Editor Decides Way Of
Reformer Is Hard - - Too Hard!
Once upon a time there was a newspaper
man who decided that he would be a reformer. So he ...
But, let him tell the story himself. H. M.
Sutherland, owner and editor of the Dickensonian at Clintwood, Va., in an editorial
titled "We're Through!" in a recent issue
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Vinson Admirably Qualified For Big Joband wages
News dispatches from Washington say
that Judge Fred M. Vinson, director of the
Office of Economic Stabilization, may be
named to head the reconversion' called for
by Congress in the measure it enacted just
before the recess until Nov. 14.
Duties in connection with war mobilization, especially 'reconversion, were entrusted
to Director of War Mobilization James F.
Byrnes. There is talk that Mr. Byrnes will
retire soon. If he is adamant in this decision no better selection of a man to have
charge of the tremendous duties of conversion could be found than Fred M. Vinson, a
Kentuckian of long experience as a congressman and as a federal appellate judge
and the man generally accredited with having handled, superbly, most of the toughest
jobs in connection with holding the line
against inflation.
As director of the Office of Economic
Stabilization, Judge Vinson has proved to be
fearless and tireless. With a singletracked

The Bulldozer At War
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payers to feed Fella from the table scraps
at-the White House.
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Rev. J. T. Cunningham, for many
years a power for good and a
diligent worker in the Lord's vinyard in Caldwell and Trigg counties, will celebrate his 85th birthday
pretty soon. His smile and unfailhave
ing kindness in this office
been an inspirvtion and I am sure
his influence has bought a beneficent glow into many lives here-.

L
"
BY

ians, Fred M. Vinson has long been
among Washington's most respected
public men. If Hon. James Byrnes
quits, as is predicted, and Vinson
gets the big job, he will bring fresh
luster to his name and credit to his

abouts.
Hylo Mohon says Tom Simmons
caught that string of fish with a
seine, Bocty Mays says he bought
'em from some small boys, and
others are skeptical about Tom's
prowess with rod and reel . . . but
Stanley Sharp went along on the
trip and bears testimony for Tom.
John Fox has resigned the pastorrian
ate of the Central Presbyte
Church here and will go to a new
field, in Indiana, after January 1.
His going will be deplored by many
who have come to admire him
greatly for his earnest, energetic
and efficient work in numerous
civic affairs . . . as well as by
scores of young people, in his own
congregation and throughout the

State and people.
It appears Princeton has the best
of the hair-dyeing among young
folk, from this bit which appeared
in the Glasgow Times last week:
The feminine teen-agers of Glasgow have seized not time, but themselves, by the forelock and peroxided
said lone forelock blonde. Blondes,
brunettes and redheads alike are
sporting this arresting new cranium
feature and what it is all about nobody seems to be able to fathom,
not even their appalled parents. It
is rumored to have to do, however,
with new membership in new secret order that is strictly feminine,
which gives some encouragement the
order will not long be secret.

town.
For one thing, filling the place
this young minister held so well as
Cubmaster of Princeton's first Cub
Pack is a task that will cause concern. He has been head of the local
USO, active in Kiwanis, vice president of the Hospital Board, and a
crusader for progress in the community.
Several Republicans thanked me
personally for running a picture on
Page 1 last week of Jim Park, GOP
nominee for the U.S. Senate, and a
little piece about the Park rally
here Tuesday. Well, this gentleman
happens to be a personal friend
whom I admire and esteem highly.
I consider him about the best
candidate the Republicans have in
Kentucky in some years . . . and
would not have been at peace with
what serves this newspaper feller as
a conscience had I not given Jim
Park a break.

11111
A few years ago, I arranged for a
speaking at Marion in FDR.s second
race, met the-speaker on Main street
there and went with him to the
courthouse. Entering, a gentleman,
addressing me, said: "We're happy
to have you with us Mr. Vinson."
He thought I was Fred Vinson,
then newly appointed federal appellate judge of the District of
congressman
Columbia, formerly
from the Eighth district, now Director of Economic Stabilization and
soon to be national head of reconversion, according to press dispatches.
1111
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Rubber Crisis Licked
But Tires Still Scarce

Mr. Dewey, who said at Dallas in
1941, oriticizing FDR's war plane
program: "What is the good of
talking about 50,000 airplanes unless we known what we are talking
about?" Now wants to be commander-in-chief. He sounded then like
the late Senator Borah, who declared on the Senate floor that he had
better advices than the State Department and there would not be
any war in Europe.
The invention of agriculture was
the foundation-stone of middle
American civilization among the
Aztecs, Incas and Mayan Indians.

The rubber crisis has been licked
but the tire crisis has not. Harvey
S. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
warning the nation in a national
broadcast the other night.
"Ways and means must be fotmd
to produce for the armed forces
more heavy duty tires than were
ever thought necessary. This sudden
and urgent need is a result of recent
changes in the tactical situation in
Normandy, in Italy and on the islands of the Pacific.
"Today the rubber industry is processing more rubber than ever before. Natural rubber continues to
come from Liberia and from the
few other rubber producing coun-

the
ust

tries still open to the Unatt
tions. Synthetic rubber plats
running at full speed. The
crisis has been licked but the
,
crisis has not. More machir,
more manpower are needec
make more tires.
"To meet the equipment o
the tire industry is now coa $100 million plant i
gram. However, the
problem yet to be solved
manpower. A few expert tire
ers are being released by tr.
forces but many more men ,e
ed on the production line 1:1
to provide our men on the
line with the tires they murt
on time."
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Former Governor Keen Johnson,
working in Washington as assistant
to the president of Reynolds Metal
Co., attended a tea at the White
House last week at which FDR
talked with Frank Sinatra about
making the gals swoon. The party
was arranged for Keen and some
other Big Shots and the singer was
a chance guest. A press dispatch
recently hinted the former Kentucky newspaper man might get a
promotion with Reynolds soon . . .
tho he's doing pretty well now.
1111
•
Note from a woman reader: Every
woman feels that any other woman
who is less particular than herself
is a shiftless housekeeper.• Those
.who are more particular are so
neat, in her opinion, their families
must be miserable.
• •
Tom Underwood, writing in the
Lexington Herald, says he's nqt going to quarrel with Mrs. Willis for
riding in ,the Governor's car . . .
but does think she ought to let Sim
ride once in a while.
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Two seats on an isle
TW0

seats'for a pair of battle-worn kids somewhere on
an atoll in the Pacific—will you give them?

There are 90 units operating though U.S.O. Camp Illswa

pa the "Foxhole Circuit.' Tbey PlitY the Jungles in the South
Pacific. They play the snowy wastes in Alaska, Greenland,
Iceland. They play the hospital circuit behind the lines.
Help.U.S.O. send some of the country's finest entertainers
to our boys "out there." Many of these men and women have
volunteered their thne—but it dose cost money to send them
to our far-flung battle fields.
Tour-contribution to your,Community War Fund win help

PRINCETON STEAM L
MELVIN FRALICK, Mgr.
MARKET ST. RED FRONT STORE

possible„make this gigantic entertainment enterprise
mg
they
wherever
boys,
our
all
of
for
seats
Assure
al WWI
chows the folks back home have sent them. Give
be
can't
We
snore.
71:111 can afford—then a little bit
down nowt

Give generously to

Your Community War Fu
ispressating tho National

War F

JOHN E. YOUNG, Act.
DR. W. L. CASH, Moyer
BODENHAMER'S
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Whole milk for 6 to 8
t. at rate of 1 lb. milk for
t. body weight of calf.
Either skimmilk for adal two or three months or
d balanced calf starter.
liberal supply of vitamins,
C, and the B complex.
leafy of good green legume
ad enough grain to keep
growing.
'earling heifers also need
of good hay and some
to keep growth unintertucky milk cows must be
to good dairy bulls. The
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.ust be. For good herds,
f good, proved sires must
, and out of good cows
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attic disease which often
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dairying

is manner, you will get
HANGER back with
garments, and protect
cleaning from wrinkling.

Soil Conservation
Essay Contest
A Soil Conservation contest,
offering $1500 in War Bonds,
sponsored by the CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times in cooperation with the
Kentucky students, it was announced yesturday by A. Thelkeld, president of the Kentucky
district supervisors.
The contest, first of its kinds
in the State, is open to any
Kentucky boy or girl in grade or
high school submitting an essay
not exceeding 1,000 words on:
"The Job Ahead For Soil Conservation Districts." Deadline is
November 15, when essays must
be assembled from each school
and taken to the county school
superintendent's office.
The three State prizes of $100,
$50 and $25 war bonds respectively, will be awarded December 15, at the two papers' annual Farm and Home CampaignTom Wallace Forestry Award
dinner-broadcast.
Additional district awards of
a $25 war bond will be given
each winning grade of high
school student in soil conservation districts, or in cities,
towns or villages within the
bounderies of a soil conservation
district, where at least 5 essays
are submitted.
J. 0. Matlick admiring a champion Hereford bull "Fancy
For further information conDomino XI" shown by C. E. Palmore and Son, Bowling Green,
Mr. Matlick was in charge of the livestosk division of the 1944 cerning the contest 'communicate
Kentucky State Fair).
with J. M. Wynn, The CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times, Louisville 2.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shqrtly after the turn of the century, wrote

Left-over mashed potatoes can
be used in making soup by adding a small amount of water or
milk to the potatoes, cooking for
a few minutes, adding a small on
ion and some diced celery
leaves When done, add enough
milk for the desired amount of

Princeton, Ky. Nov. 25, 1904. Tanner is a member of the
Another social function was the Princeton Elks, and a clever
formerly of Princeton, Ky., wife
chaffing dish party given by gentleman. He will make Eddy- of the American minister to
Mrs. Frank Wood and Mrs. Van vine a good mayor.
Venezuela, has been making a
• • •
Deering at the home of Mrs.
visit to Washington friends. She
Wood Monday evening. The in- j Princeton. Ky. Nov. 13, 1917. was a guest at the wedding restrumental music by Miss Mr. and Mrs. A. Koltinsky spent ception of Senator 0 w e n's
Mayme Pettit and the vocal Saturday and Sunday in Louis- daughter and Mrs. CamRron
selection of Mrs. S. Eldred and ville, and visited their son, Hawkins.
• • •
Mrs. F. Wood were features of Sergeant Sam Koltinsky.
• • •
the evening. The elegant supper
C. M. Wood, Jr.
was served in four courses. The
••1 Princeton, Ky. Dec. 4, 1917.
Washington Society
following were those present:
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 16, 1917. Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood are
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Templeman, Among the society items by the proud parents of a fine
Mr. and Mrs. S. Eldred, Mr. and Daisy Fitzhugh Ayers in Sun- eight pound baby boy, C. M.
Mrs. Van Deering, Mr. and Mrs. day's Courier-Journal, we find Wood, Jr., born at noon SaturF. Wood, Miss Mayme Pettit and the following concerning those day, Dec. 1. C. M. Sr., is stepMr. Harry Milward, of Lexing- we know:
ping high and wearing broad
ton.
"M r s. Preston McGoodwin, smiles, and we don't blame him.
• • •
ONININ10.166688
Princeton, Ky. May, 27, 1913. NA-00.188.816068666a4NIgaio-OnitheeNJOMMINININJth8
E. R. Brown, the clever and
popular designer at the , Davis
and Son Marble Works, spent
at
pleasantly
very
Sunday
Dawson Springs.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. July, 5, 1907.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Stegar are
1 4-Room Dwelling, Baldwin Ave.
rejoicing over the arrival of a
beauty-bright young lady visit1
5-Room Dwelling, Well Located
or at their home on Washington
street, last Thursday, June 27.
Two of these dwellings, modern in every
• • •
All Priced To Sell
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 7, 1917.
rs. Shelly Eldred left yesterday lot Louisville, to visit her
daughter,'Frances, who is studying voice and dramatic art at
the Louisville Conservatory of
Music.
• • •
Tanner Elected
Princeton, Ky. Nov. 9, 1917.
Frank Tanner was elected mayor
of Eddyville Tuesday under the
device of a pick and shovel. Mr.

r

Thysania moths of Guatemala
sometimes attain a wing spread
A war food conservation sur- of 12 inches.
vey showed that 23 women in
Edmonson county canned 3,053
quarts of fruits and 1,150 quarts Symptoms of Distress Arising from
of vegetables, and 14 women in
Butler county canned
1,252
quarts of fruits and 653 quarts DUE TO
of vegetables.
FreeBookTellsof HomeTreatmentthat
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing

Big Canning Effort

QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

A trainman's lantern from the
1860's was equipped with a strap
which fastened about the chest,
leaving the conductor's hands
free to inspect tickets or signal
the engineer:

Over two million bottles of the W I I.I.Alt1)
TREATMENT have been sold for tenor of
symptoms of distress edging from Stomach
and Duodenal Mon due to[suss Acid —
Peer Digestion. Sour or Upset Stomas,
Classiness, Heartburn. Sleeplessness. eta.,
due to[mess Acid. Sold on 15 day.C trial!
Ask for "Willard's Mos
"ws
h.ch fully
explains this treatment—
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
WYLIE Si. McCLELLAND

You are probably looking forward to the years when
you will want to

CAVES SELF FROM RIVER—Raymond Patterson, 7, (center)
and his baby brother were pushed into a river by their fahter,
Proseuctor Russel Lyons said at Coshocton, Ohio, but Raymond
waded ashore while Larry, the baby, drowned. Lyons said the
father then drove on leaving his other sons, Gene (right) and
Glenn (left), 8-year-old twins, under a tree in a rainstorm. The
father, Warren Patterson, Will be held in connection with his
son's death. (AP Wirephoto).

Big Leaves Found
In Henry Tobacco
Robert Wade of Simpson
county reported to County Agent
Woodrow Coots that he got back
$10 worth of feed and seed for
every dollar he spent in applying ammonium nitrate to
orchard grass.
A 10-acre field was treated in
early spring with 150 pounds of
nitrate to the acre, with part
left untreated so results could
be checked. The hay yield was
increased from 1,437 pounds to
4,400 pounds to the acre.
The treated part of the field
produced 274 pounds of seed to
the acre; the untreated part,
96 pounds. Also the seed was
higher quality on the treated
land.

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

•

County Agent W. B. Howell of
Henry—county retrtirts measuring
tobacco leaves 321
/
2 inches long
and 19 inches wide on the farm
of William Cowherd, half way
between New Castle and Sulphur. He says he used a yardstick to determine the actual
size of the big leaves, as he has
found "guessing" inaccurate in
getting the correct size of tobacco. Leaves of "stand-up" varieties are usually longer than they
appear, Howell says.
One of the most effective ways
to spend 15 restful minutes is to
fold an oblong piece of gauze to
fit over the eyes, dampen it with
ice cold water or with eye lotion,
place over eyes and lie down with
feet propped higher than your
head.

111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

Princeton, Ky.

The World
Cried "FAKE"
Yet One Woman
Believed In
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After the war we can expect
lower dairy prices. In the post
war period, when the shoe begins to pinch, Kentucky farmers
need to be set for it with more
efficient milk cows, efficient in
converting feed into food."
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Blasting Action...Below the Border!

eed Control in Tobacco
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All Cumberland Fertilizer dealers can supply
ir customers with Cyanamid now for use this
FERTILIZER

CUMBERLAND
YOUR
YOUR
DEALERS FOR
FERTILIZERS
NAMID
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With Carey Rock Wool. Blown home insulation is
not san expense-it's an investment that will pay for
itself in a very few winters, saying nothing of the
comfort of the summer months. Up to 17 degrees
cooler in summer and 30 to 40 percent fuel saving in
winter.

Plus These Added Units! . .
CHAPTER FIVE
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The Leader
Congratulates

Hospital News
Mrs. Victor Tosh, Fredonia, is
under treatment for a broken
Funeral services for Mrs. ankle. •
• • •
Elizabeth Quisenberry Tray i s,
Mrs. Grace McMorris, Princewho died at her home north of
Fredonia Monday, were held ton, is under treatment.
• • •
Tuesday at the home of her
Mrs. T. A. Puckett, Princeton,
br ot he r, Motier Quisenberry,
Washington st r ee t, at 2:30 underwent a major operation
o'clock, with the Rev. H. G. M. Monday, and her condition is
Hatter, officating. Mr. and Mrs. much improved.
Frank Wood, Virginia McCaslin
• • •
and Cecil Smith sang.
The condition of Mrs. Laban
Harmony
Born in 1875, in the
improved.
neighborhood, Mrs. Travis was Kevil is slightly
• • •
the eldest daughter of Charles
Mrs. H. B. Lipford and baby
Franklin and Mary Elizabeth
Groom Quisenberry. She joined have been dismissed.
the Harmony Baptist Church at
the age of 15, later moving her Chapter Meeting
membership to the First Baptist
Clay Charter No. 28 will hold
Church here. In 1913, she marr- a called meeting 7:30 Friday
ied Charles J. Travis.
evening, Oct. 6th to confer the
Besides her husband, she is first three degrees. Companions
survived by two sisters, Misses take notice.
Maude and Lucy Quisenberry
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest.
and two brothers, Motier and
G. W. Towery, Recorder.
Major Quisenberry, all of Princeton; seven neices, Mrs. Charles Frankfort; and one great-neice
McLin, Miss Martha Quisen- and one great-nephew.
Pallbearers were Motier and
berry, Ann and Patsy Quisenberry, Princeton, Lt. Louise Major Quisenberry, J. B. Lester,
Wakefield, Nashville, Mary Ernest and Clarence Davis. InQuisenberry, Camp Brecken- terment was in Cedar Hill
ridge, and Mrs. L. C. Litchfield, Cemetery.

Mrs. Elizabeth Q. Travis

Third fleet batter Japanese inYANK BOMBERS RETURN TO MANILA—Navy bombers of the vengeance
for the Jap attack of
stallations at Nichols field on Manila bay in the Philippines with there
on the ground. During the
nearly three years ago when American planes were destroyed
the ground.(AP Wireattack Sept. 20-21. 169 enemy planes were shot down and 188 destroyed on
photo from USN).

E. S.-Denton Begins At The Churches
Fourth Year Here

The new conference year is
getting off to a good start at
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church, with the minister, E. S.
•
Denton, beginning his fourth
year as pastor. Good attendance
1 4-Room Dwelling, Baldwin Ave.
was reported at all services
Sunday.
1 5-Room Dwelling, Well Located
World Wide Sunday was observed at the morning service
every
in
modern
dwellings,
Two of these
and an offering of $72 was placed
on the altar to be used by the
church's commission of chaplains,
the committee on camp activities, and for overseas relief.
A new Sunday School class
for married ocuples will be opened next Sunday morning, with
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal as teacher.
Dr. W. I. Munday, superintendent of the Hopkinsville district,
will hold the first quarterly conference of the new year Sunday
night after the regular service.
The church's work for the
prprrrrrrprrrrrrrrnrrrriarrrrr,rorrrrrrerewlemrm:Tcr
year will be outlined at this
meeting, and the budget adopted,
Others May Look Like It Outside,
Mr. Denton said.
Others May Have a Similar Name,

WARM MORAIRG WatER
utom a tic, magazine
feed.
•Holds 100 lb.. coal.
•Burns any kind of coal, coke
or briqu•ts.
•NO CLINKERS.
•You n••d start a fir• but
once a y•or.
•Assures a substantial fuel
savings.
•Requir•s Ns. attention than
most liana.,
•Heats all day and night
without refueling.
ID Sim I -

Pat. No. 2255527 NORI• Ragistarad
U. S. and Canod.an Pat. Off.

Amazing, Patented, Interior CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
For remarkable heating efficiency and fuel saving, look for the
name WARM MORNING before you buy. Be sure its spelled
M-O-R-N-I-N-G. Hundreds of thousands giving astounding results to users throughout the Nation. You'll find the WARM
MORNING gives an abundance of clean, healthful heat when and
where you want it.
The WARM MORNING fits right in with our country's conservation plans. does a big heating job on a minimum amount of
coal. See the many amazing features of the WARM MORNING
Coal Heater.
See the WARM MORNINC Today!

The Original and Genuine
WARM MORNING COAL HEATER
Is Sold In Hopkinsville By

on the

LUTHERAN HOUR

Hospital.

New Sunday School
Class To Start Next
Week

Nift:there is only ONE Genuine

DR. WALTER A. MAIEll

Rev. and Mrs. John N. Fox, S.
Jefferson street, on the birth of
a daughter, Barbara Bartlett,
September 29, at Princeton

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
F. M. Masters, Pastor
The Elkin Quartette of Radio
fame will bq wit*. ths, Second
Baptist Churai and will 'sing' in
the Sunday School, at 11 o'clock
and will give a special program
at 2:30 P.M.
The roll will be called of
those in the armed forces from
the Second Baptist Church.
Loud speaker will be provided
for those on the out side of the
house. Rev. Albert Bowly, who
tours with the quartette, will
deliver a special sermovaat the
afternoon service.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
9:30 A.M. Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A.M. Morning Worship.
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship
Service.
7:30 P.M. Sermon by Dr. W. I.
Munday, District Supt.
8:30 P.M. First Quarterly Conference.

• • •
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Smith,
of
birth
the
on
Choctaw, Okla.,
:
• Challenging Gospel messages by Dr Mc,
a son, September 27. Mrs. Smith
noted radio speaker.
Lester,
is the former Beverly
• Music by the Lutheran Hour Chorus, students
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
of Concordia Theological Seminary.
Lester, E. Market street.
• • •
Attend divine worship at church, then listen to WHop,i2lot
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Hale,
birth
the
on
5:00 P. M. — Sunday — Hopkinsville.
street,
Jefferson
S.
of a son, David- Breck, October
2, at Princeton Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Eugene
Coyle, Jacksonville, Fla., on the
birth of a daughter, September
29. Mr. Coyle, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John J. Coyle, Paducah, is
an aviation chief machinest mate,
U. S. N., and resided here formerly with his parents.
•

Fredonia School
Has 300 Pupils
Class Officers and
Cheer Leaders
Are Elected
Enrollment at the Fredonia
School has risen to more than
300 students, Rev. A. D. Smith,
principal, said this week. Officers of the high school classes
and cheer leaders have been
elected as follows:
Seniors—Clifton Brown, president; Lillian Asher, vice-president.
Juniors—Keith Rogers, president; Charles Quertermous, vicepresident.
Sophomores—V irginia Lee
Stewart, president; Martha Nell
Moore, vice-president.
Fa ug h t,
Freshman—Pewee
president; Buddy Rogers, vicepresident.
Cheer leaders are Lana Rose
Boitnott, Wilma Jean Son, Edna
Baker, Margaret Baker and Virginia Lee Stewart.

COBB AND CEDAR BLUFF
Fredonia News
BAPTIST CHURCHES
(By Gladys Ruth
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
Rev. Langston is ill at his
preach at Cobb at 11 A.M. and home here.
2 P.M. Sunday, Oct. 8, and at
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard is visiting
Murray Pre-Flight
Cedar Bluff that night.
relatives in Bowling Green.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
School To Close Oct. 31
were in Nashville Monday.
. (Fly A MOW fated Press)
Murray, Oct. 3, —Lt. Comdr.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. BrockFrederick S. Hall, officer in
meyer Sr. were Sunday dinner
charge, announced today the U.
guests of Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer
S. Naval Flight • Preparatory
Jr., and little daughter, Saudra
school at Murray College will
Lee, in Princeton.
close officially Oct. 31.
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz is visiting
has
trained
which
school,
The
her daughter, Miss Mary Ellen
approximately 3,000 aviation
Boaz of Evansville, Ind.
cadets in 22 months of operation,
Mrs. Ruful Atkins and dauehhas been ordered closed. Hall
ter, Margaret Ruth, of Murray,
said, because it has become poswere week-end guests of Mts.
Help Them Cleanse the Blood Edd Harmon.
sible for pre-flight and flight
of
Body
Waste
Harmful
prep training to be conbined at
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bucklow
Your kidneys are constantly altering
the Navy's four big preflight
waste matter from the blood stream. But and children of Evansville were
their
in
work—do
lag
eometimes
kidneys
bases.
not act as Nature intended—tall to re- Sunday guests of her parents,
move impuritiee that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mcx•re.
If linens must be folded, vary
body machinery.
Mrs. J. B. Quertermous of
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
the folds with each ironing since
persistent headache,attacks of dissinees, Detroit Mich., and little daughup
nights,
outlines.
swelling.
getting
continued folding breaks linen
under the eyew—• feeling of nervous ter, Carol B. left Sunday for
anxiety and lows of pep and strength.
threads.
having spent
after
Other signs of kidney or bladder dis- Murray,
order are sometimes burning, scanty or several days visiting Mr. and
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt Mrs. John
Quertermous and
treatment is wiser than neglect. Vet
'
Donn'. Pills. Doan's have been winning other relatives here.
new friend, for more than forty years.
Mr. and Mrs. John QuerterThey have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the mous, of Frankfort, w
Suncountry over. Ask your neighbor!
day guests of birr. and
M. Young.
Mrs. Lee Bucklew left Sunday
for Morganfield to visit her

Brief Service To Be
Held, Ashes Buried
At Paducah

daughter, Mrs. Mos,...cie Butts,
Mr. Butts and little 3cns, Larry
Wayne and Tony.
The Missionary Sosiety of the
First Presbyterian Church met
at the home of Mrs. Annie Dean
McElroy Friday.
Those attending revival serCumberland
vice at Crider
Presbyterian Church, from this
place were Mr. and Mrs. M. S.
Lowery, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray,
Mrs. Johnson Wiggingtoa and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore.

Proper service will add years of life to yov
typewriter. And you'll be surprised at the di.
ference in the machine after a good overivi
job.

PRINCETON-MADISC)NVIttE FOOTBALL GAME

Friday Night, Oct. 6
RAY EASTIN'S ORCHESTRA
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All unpaid city taxes after November
1944, are subject to a 10 percent penalty. A)
the penalty by paying this month.
All water accounts are subject to a 10
cent penalty, if not paid on or before the 1
of each month. Please bear this in mind.
The upkeep tax on cemetery lots has
due since the first of last July. Prompt se
ment of all accounts will be appreciated.

Cayce-Yost Co.

after.

wa. T
was

art

WY Associated Press)

Paducah —Long-delayed memorial services for Irvin S. Cobb,
who died in New York March 10,
will be held in Oak Grove
Cemetery here at 3 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 7, a committee in
charge of arrangements arinounced.
At that time Cobb's ashes will
be buried and a dogwood tree
planted, conforming with wishes
of the author as eXpressed in a
"To Whom it may concern"
letter opened here after his
death.
The services have been postponed several times becouse of
illness in the Cobb family.
Mrs. Laura Cobb, widow of the
humorist; their daughter, Mrs.
Elisabeth Cobb Roger s, and
granddaughter, Mrs. Gregory
Bautzer, all of New York, will
come here for the ceremony.
Paducah City commissioners
have designated an 18,000-square
foot area in the cemetery to be
dedicated to the memory of the
famous Paducahan. His ashes
will be buried near the center of
the area.
Arrangements for the ceremony are being completed by the
committee, following as closely
as possible the last request of
the writer. The services, it was
said, will be brief.
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#2178—Cheomatic colors
blend beautifully to do a
slimming, trimming job.
Tiny heart shaped gold nailheads and grape clusters
formed with gold thread
give a touch of sparkle. Independence Rayon Crepe in
Arctic Sea with OCCAD Aqua,
Cream &cos with Tot&
Beige, or Allied Blue with
Hero Blue.Sizes 1.0i to 203i.
Nailed you, soisure of yourself
In chle.Conniest These elegant.
are fashioned.of calkkin so
beautifully embossed you'll
swear they ars the real ... and
lexpensive ... reptile! Black or
brown.

JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
of Madisonville
&id Exclusively By

Princeton Shoe Co.

• -Ray

and Mrs. Everett Glass an,ce the marriage of their
,flter, Emma Gloria, :to Mr.
Herbert Ray, Thursday,
28, by the Rev. L. J.
at the Baptist parsonage,
The double ring cerethe
was performed in
of Mrs. Don McCaslin,
,de's only attendant.
her wedding, the bride
a model of blue wool
with tgown accessoriOs.
7
of gardenias.
orsage
McCaslin wore a black
suit with black acces,, Her corsage was white

Lt. Melvin Klotz at
Camp
Campbell Friday afternoon.

Barbecue Supper
Served In Barn

Mrs. Sallie Lamb, E. Market
street, spent last week-end, with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
her brother in Madisonville.
entertained Thursday
,
• • •
evening
with -a barbersue supper served
Mrs. Kenneth Spiekard returnin their new barn..
ed last Wednesday from PensaPresent were Messrs. and Mescloa, Fla., where she visited her
dames I. D. Worrell, W. M.
husband, who is stationed there
Young, Byrd M. Guess, Alton
in the Naval Air Corps.
• • •
Campbell and Claire Campbell,
Walton Herrod and son, C. S.
The condition of Mrs. Breck
McElroy, Ruble Akridge and
Boitnott, Cadiz street, is improvCharles Dean Akridge, Lawrence
ed after an appendectomy at the
Wilson, Clay Wilson and RonJennie Stewart Hospital last
week.
nie Wilson, Dennis Hodge, Claud
• • •
Wilson, Russell Yates and Larry
Ray is a graduate of Yates, John Koon, J.
Mrs. Dixie Vivian and Mrs. P.
F. Graham
High School, and for the and Barbara Sue
G. Kirk left Tuesday morning
Graham, J. E.
for Oklahoma. Mrs. Vivian will
two and one half years Hillyard, R. C. Guess, C. B.
Mrs. Helen Smith (above) visit her daughter, Mrs. L. E.
.,,en an employe of the Jackson and Joenell
Jackson,
County AAA office.
V. E. Coleman, Arlie Vinson; at Salt Lake City, Utah, at a Babcock and family in Oklahoma
. Ray is the son of Mr. and Rev. and Mrs. H. K. Langston; trial of 52 persons on polygamy City and Mrs. Kirk will visit her
R. P. Ray, of Fredonia. He Rev. A. D. Smith; Misses La- conspiracy charges. (AP Wire- brother, V. E. George, in Shawphoto).
nee.
graduate of Fredonia High Rue Stone, Gwindel
Ordway,
• • •
I and at present is em- Loretta Langston, Clara Wiggins; Parrent, Elizabeth
Gray, ElizaMrs. Howard York and son,
in Evansville, Ind., *here Mesdames Mary
Cantrell,. Kate beth Worsen, Lucille Chambers, David, left Tuesday for New
uple Will Make their home. Talley, Laura Lou Boone,
Mar- Martha
Littlepage,
Rebekah York City, where they will regaret Zurmeuhlen, John W. WadHenderson,
Ernestine
Tatum, main for an indefinate stay with
lington; Messrs. Gordon Glenn,
art — Brown
Private York, who was recently
Nell transferred from Camp Lee, Va.
Zelma Stewart and Ed- Billy Sam Young, E. F. Ordway, Helen Hopper, Barbara
• • •
Brown were married Sep- Parnell Langston, Alan K. Lang- Cummins, Barbara Ann Jones,
r 3 here, Reverend F. M. ston, Bill Davis, Riley Davis, Mable Ruth Nichols and ElizaMiss Mary Quisenberry, Camp
rs performing the cere- Cottie Davis, Earl Wood Wad- beth Ann, Margaret Jane and Breckinridge; Mrs. Lewis Litchfield, Frankfort, and Lieut.
in the presence of only a lington, Charles Thomas Vinson, Dorothy Sholar.
Sponsors were Mary Wilson Louise Wakefield, Nashville,
friends and near relatives. Charles Baker; Brenda K. VinEldred, Mary Wilson Baker, Mrs. Tenn., attended the funeral of
. and Mrs. Brown will make son.
George Hill, Mrs. Louise Kevil their aunt Mrs. C. J. Travis here
home fur the present on
and Mrs. C. A. Pepper.
Tuesday.
Street.
GS0 Gives Bingo
• • •
Mrs. C. A. Pepper, GS0 chair-,
Party At Outwood
man, announced Tuesday that
Miss Helen Beck, formerly of
d Wedding
rinceton GS0 girls enter- this kind of entertainment would of Princeton, has accepted a
. and Mrs. Hyland' Mitchell, ated disabled
veterans
of be a regular feature of USO stenographic position with the
es James McLean, Lu- World War I and II at Out- events and the public is asked Mengel Co., in Louisville, where
McCaslin, Joby
Loftus, wood Hospital Thursday night, to cooperate with the girls in she has been employed for the
F. Tracey, Buddy Childress, September 3, with a bingo party. their effort-to make this a suc- last six weeks.
• • •
Belle Childress, James Prizes and refreshments were cessful program.
John Mahan, Billy . Mc- furnished by the girls.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Deisel, Lt.
Billy Parks, Mrs. Parks and son,
Sam Steger and Miss
Attending were Jo Nell Hud- Miss Young Hostess
Billy, and Mrs. C. W. Gower,
Hopper attended the wed- son, Martha Quisenberry, Mary
widow of the late Dr. C. W.
Miss Jewel Mitchell to Magurean, To Nell and Laverne To Lottie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of the Gower, were recent guests in the
First Baptist Church held their home of Mr. and Mrs. M. M.
regular monthly meeting Tues- Roach, W. Main street.
• • •
day night, October 3, at the
home of Melville Young on West
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
TUESDAY, OCT. 10
Main Stet.
and sons, Jimmy and Jerry,
Thirteen members answered spent Sunday in Russellville
roll call. After the business meet- with her brother, Bill Holsapple
ing, Mrs. Robert Nash gave a and family.
A thits
$1.25 Children
most inspiring devotional "A
Trans. Tax Inc.)
Kingdom of Priests" reading
Dr. Power Wolfe and Mr.
from Exodus 19:3-6.
Charlie Wolfe were visitors lin
Last 1944 Moonlite
Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan led the Paducah last week-end.
program "Glorifying the King
• • •
F
through Our Chief Aims," asMrs Bill Presler and son,
GEORGE BROWN Tr; ORCHESTRA
sisted by Mrs. J. C. Arnold, Mrs. arrived Tuesday from BremerThe Surprise Band of the Year
Robert Jacob, Mrs. Cecil Smith ton, Wash., for an indefinite
and Mary Wilson Baker. . stay with her parents, Mr. and
The hostess served delicious - Mrs. Ernest O'Hara, Mitchell
iee cream and cake to Mrs. street. Her husband has reportRobert Jacob, Mrs. Robert Nash, ed for sea duty in the U.S. Navy.
LORETTA • All-tinse favorite for anys
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Cecil
Mesdames C. A. Pepper and
firn• wear, this slender pump with sleek
Smith, Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan, Lucille Chambers spent Wednesrolled bow. Looks smooth .. feels smooth!,
Mrs. Claud Koltinsky, Mrs. J. C. day in Hopkinsville.
Arnold, Mrs, Howard McConnell,
• • •
Mrs. William Larkin, Gwendolyn
Mks. W. L. Granstaff left
Booker, LaRue Stone, Melville Wednesday for Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Young and Mary Wilson Baker. where she will visit her son,
The meeting adjourned to Bill, stationed in Army there.
meet with Gwendolyn Booker She was acompained to Chicago
and Mrs. J. C. Arnold in Nov- by her son, Don, U. S. N., who
ember.
has been on furlough visiting his
parents here.
• • •
Temperance societies were originated; by Henry Calhoun, who
Mesdames J. E. Bagshaw, R.
as secretary of War in 1818 pro- Ratliff, William Rice and F.
hibited alcohol altogether in the Linton were visitors in Evans
, U. S. Army.
ville Thursday. They were ac

Y

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCaslin
and Mr. Clyde Jones, Fredonia,
left Wednesday for St. Louis,
where they will 'attend the
World Series. They were accompanied by Mrs. Earl Smith
and daughter, Ann, who returned home with them after spending a week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. McCaslin.
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Denton
were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday afternoon.
• • •
Miss Doris Roll, Elkton, is the
guest of the Rev. and Mrs. H. M.
Masters, S. Seminary street.
• • •
Mesdames J. E. Bagshaw and
Saul Pogrotsky were visitors in
Hopkinsville Monday afternoon.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Bowling Green, spent Sunday
with Miss Mary Wilson Eldred.
• • •
Mrs.
Leal
Kelly, Paducah, and
Sgt. John Squires, 18, (above)
of Louisville„Ky., won the Con- sons, John O'Malley, U.S.N., and
gressional Medal of Honor, the 'At"O'Malley, U.S. Aarmy, spent
nation's highest award for valor, Tuesday here with friends and
in his first battle at Padiglione, relatives.
• • •
Italy, the war department has
Mrs. Woodrown Vaughn and
announced a month after he
was killed at Anzio. (AP Wire- children will leave Friday morning for Arlington, Calif., where
photo).
they will reside. They will also
companied home by the Rev. visit her mother, Mrs. J. U.
and Mrs. J. F. Clayeombe, who Rucker, who resides there.
• • •
spent last week with their
daughter, Mrs. A. E. Nave and
Mrs. Jack Williams and son,
Mr. Nave.
Jackie, who have been residing
• • •
in Texas, where Mr. Williams
Miss Lucille But term or e, has been employed, are visiting
Louisville, spent last week-end his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Williams, W. Market street.
• • •
Tom Buttermore.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. PickleMrs. Dique Eldred is visiting seimer, Pikeville, and son, Joe
relatives in Nashville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Moody and
sons, Harry and Boyce, Salem,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
William Pickering.
• • •
Sylvia Thomson, Evansville,
spent last week-end with her
parents.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George Jeffreys
and daughter, Evansville, spent
last week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
H. D. Jeffreys, Donivan street,
and Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wilson.
• • •
Rumsey Taylor spents las t
week-end in Knoxville, Tenn.,
where he officiated in the Kentucky-Tennessee football game
Saturday.

Cook, left Sunday after a 10day visit with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Lamasco.
• • •
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred left
Wednesday morning for Chicago.
She will return Friday.
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See Our New COATS and SUITS I
Sportlighting an
all - star cast of
the fall fashions
with a brilliant
future! See the
new coats a n d
suits for fashionwise, thrifty women., We

are

ready to

make

you fall and winter

Incorporated
THE FRIENDLY STORE FOR SMART WOMEN.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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FANYA • Port perforated tie to
ltitrly from duty to dancing.

fli

Open throat...owl to*.

makerel

as smart! For work,
tins beautiful blow with
cnd aeeramories. Qoick
""to P. M.jewelry,
Jt doubles for Cower.

AS

SEEN

equally chic in these casuals . . . try
one on and see what happens . the result of precise tailoring and fine fabrics.
In better stores throughout the country ...

You have so much pride and satisfaction in wearInc/ a coot that looks and feels as though it hod
been made lust for you. Sterling's special skill in
designing and tailoring women's specialized sizes
make them the first choice of thousands of well
dressed women.

look

Nothing makes a woman fest
so wsli &solid as a flawlessly tailored suit. Sterling
makes sults that are specially flattering to th• woman's
figure. Spitdalised sites, 2?
to 45, fit women 5 foot 7
Indies or under, with minimom alteration.

IN

OD HOUSEKEEPING
The Exclusive Ladies' Store

Ropklartille

wardrobe a

sparkling s c -

Suitable For Madame and Mademoiselle . . .

Marvelous
matchVitality Shoes
"take to" any
outfit...
take you
everywhere.
Twice as
smart...
HOW
that one
pair of
shoes must
serve for
several..• to
demand
these beau,
long-westingfitting,
shoes.

Make a white cotton lining for
wicker clothes basket and attach
to the basket with a drawerstring. The lining keeps clothes
from snagging on loose bits of
wicker.
• • •
Practically everybody
land can read and write.

C. Indian Lamb on luxurious suede cloth..
Collar may be hottoned up high $OO

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Tobacco Barns
Offer Problems
For Each Grower

To talk intelligently about
tobacco barns one must consider at least four sets of circumstances. What is good practice in one ease may be wrong
In another.
First, there is the farmer who
fills his barn at cutting time and
forgets it until stripping time.
He does not fire and does not
bother with opening and closing
ventilators. He obtains good
quality at small expense often
enough to make one wonder
whether any other method is
worth while. The ideal barn for
this farmer is an open shed
having wide eaves sufficient to
protect the tobacco from rain
and sun.
The second set of circumstances is represented by the
farmer who does not fire but
who has a barn equipped with
ventilators which he tries to
open and .close at the right time
to keep his tobacco in good condition. How well he succeeds,
compared with the first farmer,
depends chiefly upon how much
tobacco his barn contains and effectiveness . of the ventilators.
During a poor curing season,
this farmer is likely to have
trouble.
ThOthird set of circumstances
is represented by the farmer
who follows the same practice
as the second, except that in
addition, he fires his tobacco
during periods of humid weather. That is, he depends chiefly
upon natural ventilation and
uses artificial heat only as a

Ky. Farm News

24 Tobacco Crops
From Same Patch

90,000
Trees containing about
30
in
found
were
feet
board
farm
the
on
woodland
acres of
Marshall
of Harord Bailey in
county.
Homemakers' club members in
Henderson county report canand
ning 3,202 quarts of meat
curing 33,961 pounds of pork

A half-acre on the farm of
Buddy Bryant in Adair county
this year produced its 24th
straight tobacco crop. Last year
1,486 pounds of leaf were taken
off the patch, selling for $636,
and Mr. Bryant thinks he has a
better crop this season.
The tobacco was Ky. 16, and
County Agent R. B. Rankin says
the stand was almost perfect.
Topped high, it averaged almost
7 feet. It was allowed to ripen
fully before cutting.
Crimson dover and barley
were turned under and manure
applied generously, and fertilizer was broadcast and also used
along the row.
Organized yacht racing in the
United States began about 1840.
precautionary measure to protect his tobacco from dampge
during unfavorable weather.
The last set is represented by
the farmer who makes firing a
routine business, regardless of
the weather, for at least the
first two or three weeks of the
season. This farmer
curing
probably has one or both of
two purposes in view. He may
fire because he thinks that under
any circumstances it is good for
the tobacco. Or 14 may' have his
barn crammed so full that he
has no alternative to firing if
he expects to obtain cured tobacco of marketable quality.
To have a clear understanding
of the tobacco barn problem, one
must know how to fit into each
set of circumstances the relative influence of such things,
as the outdoor temperature and
relative humidity; direction and
velocity of the wind; barn size
and location; time of day, sun
intensity and clouds; area and
location of ventilators; area and
location of cracks; size, number,
location, and rate of combustion
of stoves; size of plants; spacing of plants on sticks; spacing
of sticks on rails, and the arrangement of the rails in the
barn.
From all of which one may
draw this moral: Don't believe
or disbelieve anything your
neighbor or anybody else tells
you about somebody's 'tobacco
barn until you investigate the
circumstances and find out about
all of the factors involved.
This is the fourth of a series
of articles on tobacco curing,
furnished by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station.

of the P-59A Airacomet, first American jetNEW U. S. JET-PROPELLED PLANE—First picturesand
(bottom) on ground, front view, with
propelled plane, present it (top) in flight, side view; not yet
been in combat, but is known to have
twin intake vents. The new Bell Aircraft fighter has
high speed and a high ceiling. (AP Wirephoto from Army Air Forces).

his year.
Around 2,500 acres will be
seeded to alfalfa in Shelby
county this season.
Farmers in Christian county
have made heavy seedings of
barley, balbo rye and mixed
grains to supplement their winted feeding program.
In Graves county, 626 4-H
club girls canned approximately
8,440 cans of fruits and vegetables this year.
Liquid nitrate increased the
size and yield of peaches in the
orchard of J. T. Rice in McCracken county.
J. C. Dunavent of Henry
county is planning to sow a
vetch-small grain mixture on
100 acres of corn land.
Adair county farmers hung
tobacco on outdoor scaffolds before putting it in barns.
An application of 20 pounds
of boron to the acre on the
farm of D. B. Graham in Hickman county increased alfalfa
hay yields 50 percent_
More than 300 pounds of
greens seeds were sold in Harlan county, for fall planting, in
addition to home-grown and
small-packaged seeds.
Taylor county 4-H culb boys
and girls are feeding 86 head
of beef calves.
Seven thousand pounds of
vetch seed have been bought by
farmers in Allen county to be
sowed as cover crops.

NLY when you see the
laughter mixed with tears
will you know how much the
U.S.O. Camp Shows mean to our
fighting forces at the battle
fronts," says Bob Hope."As far
as morale is concerned the shows
arejustaboutasimportantto men

D

as food, clothing or aledicis!
What you rive to your 14
Community WAr Fund fsr '
National War Fund carr,;a'gri
the sole support cf the U F
ether rorthy causes. We, •
them down now! Won't
4
your contribution a big

•
Announce Dairy
Production Cost

'4WJ
GERMANS SAY THESE ARE CAPTURED ALLIED PARATROOPERS—Caption for this German
picture serviced by Pressens Bild, Swedish picture agency, says it shows Allied parachutists captured by the Germans in Holland. (AP Wirephoto by radio from Stockholm).

Farmer Shortens RETONGA IS BEYOND
Hog-Raising Time
PRICE, SAYS TAYLOR

Improved methods adopted by
Harvey Thrasher of Hancock
county has made it possible to
put hogs on market when five
to six months old instead of
nipe to 10 months, the length of
time he once used.
Mr. Thrasher recently sold a
litter of nine pigs that weighed
an average of 234 pounds when
5 months and 18 days old. Nine
other pigs weighed an average
2 'pounds when 5 months
/
of 2311
and 12 days old. The two
heaviest pigs weighed about
250 pounds each.
Farrowed in tilted houses on
clean ground, the pigs run on
rape pasture and are full-fed
balanced rations. No pigs were
lost from mashing in the tilted
houses, although losses on the
Thrasher farm were as high as
a fourth of the pigs farrowed
when level houses were used.

Peps( Cola Company, Long Island My, N. I'.
Franchised Bottler: PepsiCo's Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Distress From Indigestion
Weak Run Down Feeling
And Sluggish Elimination
Promptly Relieved And He
Has%Regained Ten Pounds
S ay s Stockman. Tells
About His Case.

Cow feed cost an average of
$1.29 a hundred pounds of milk
and 30 cents a pound ot butterfat in Kentucky dairy herd improvement associations in July.
Lowest feed costs were 88
cents a hundred pounds of milk
and 17 cents a pound of butterfat, reported in the Purchase
association in the extreme western part of the state.
Costs in the Daviess• county
association were $1.89 a hundred
pounds of milk and 44 cents a
pound of butterfat, and in the
Blue Grass association $1.84 for
milk and 47 cents for butterfat.
The 11 associations in Kentucky contain 139 herds and
3,418 cows, tested under the
supervision of the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics.

"I never found better medicine
than Retonga for the distress I
suffered and it also helped me
to gain ten pounds of needed
weight," declares Mr. W. J.
Taylor, Route 1, Georgetnwn,
Tenn., well known stock farm
er and former contractor. Discussing Retonga Mr. Taylor and I don't have to take strong
happily continued:
laxatives. Lots of people ask me
"For about five years it seemwhat I am taking to make me
and
sluggish
ed like indigestion
look
so much better and strongelimination gave me no p^ace.
I often missed meals rather er, and there' is only one anthan suffer tortures with gas in swer - Retonga."
Retonga is a purely herbal
my stomach. Often I felt so
with
weak I would have to sit down gastric tonic combined
and rest before I could go on liberal quantities of Vitamin
with my work. I had to use a B-1 and is intended to relieve
strong purgative every day, and distress due to Vitamin B-1 deI lost fifteen pounds in the four ficiency, constipation, insufficimonths before I started on Re- ent flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, and loss of ap-,,
tonga.
"The relief Retonga gave me petite. Thousands praise it. ReSeventeen Greenup county is beyond price. I now enjoy tonga may be obtained at Dawfarmers who applied ammonium every meal. I feel lots stronger, son's Drug Store. --adv.
nitrate to meadows last spring
got an average increase of 67
percent in hay production, according to County Agent John
W. Irvine. Crops included
alfalfa, lespedeza, red clover,
timothy, orchard grass, redtop,
bluegrass and mixtures of grasses and legumes.
Sol Bradley reported an increase of 177 percent in timothy
hay production, as a result of
applying 100 pounds of nitrate
to the acre. Albert Hales got
120 percent increase in oats and
lespedeza. At the McKell high
Let us save you money on gasoline and kerosene for
school, bluegrass was improved
your
farm needs. A special reduction of Ifac on each
57 percent by the use of amgallon of each will be allowed on orders of 50 gallons or
monium nitrate at the rate of
150 pounds to the acre.
more.
• • •
Everybody Reads The Leader

"Where Your Insurance Needs Get Persond

117 Main Street
PRINCETON, KENTU(

Nitrate Boosts

Hay 61 Percent

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE CREASE

We can now.accept your R coupons
for gasoline and kerosene

See our Third Grade, Recapped Tires. . .
Some extra good ones.
A fresh supply of cup grease in 10 and 25
pound containers. Priced right.

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
SEE US BEFORE YOU DEAL

FOR SALE—Sideboards for 1936 Chevrolet
—priced to sell.

WE BUY AND SELL

flat-top truck

(Incorporated)

Since —FORD — 1911
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Princeton,

Kentucky

PETE FRENCH . . . WHAS' announcer, sports reporter, vocalist
and dramatic actor, is a favorite airborne artist. Television need
hold no terrors for him. Pete's as easy on the eye as he is enchanting to the ear. Young. dark and handsome, wearing casual sports
clothes and reflectively carrying a pipe, he glides smoothly into
schedules, pinch hitting for others as easily as he handles his own.
Teamed with winsome Kitty Stewart at 5:30 daily, dramatizing
listener's good luck stories, singing request songs, he'll MC a War
Bond Show, plug for a newscaster, do commercials. The man with
these cornerstone characteristics has been with us less than two
years . . . hailing from Indianapolis where he attended Tech. High
and Butler University. Pete rolled up a nice athletic record in
school until he sustained a gridiron injury to his knee, which later
caused the army to reject him.
French came to WHAS as an announcer, and it was only by chance
that we learned about his voice and other musical abilities. He
had been a radio entertainer before joining us. After a day on the
air Pete relaxes by testing gas model airplanes which he designs,
and he's doing research on radio control work that you'll hear more
about later. They say you can't keep a good man down, and Pete
French consistently takes to the air both at work and at play.
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Farmers Invited
To Hear Speeches
farmers cooperating with the Tennessee
Valley Authority and the Kentucky College of Agriulture report good returns from using
phosphate, nitrate and limestone on rye and wheat.
S. C. Holloway said balbo
rye on treated land furnished
pasture at the rate of one cow
an acre for three months. Also,
cows running on the rye did
not require as much grain as
other cows, he said.
Oliver Goin said wheat on
treated land doubled milk production in his herd. He estimated wheat pasture worth $35 a
month for five cows for four
months. A . good yield of grain
PARATROOPER HITS HEAD FIRST—A paratrooper of the first Allied airborne army hits the also was
harvested.
ground head first as he lands in Holland Sept. 24. His fate was not disclosed. Haystack at right
may have softened landings for other sky troopers.(AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps radiophoto)
Graves

Butter Goes To Highest
point Value; New
shoe Stamps Becomes
Valid Nov.
..iig of farm machinery,
:urn pickers, was ended
, by the War Food Adnon and the C.P.A. inno point value on butter
20 points a pound—highest
d announced a new shoe
p would become valid Novr I.
.F.4. action, which came as
rprise to some W.P.B. ofIs in Washington, was based
these factors: peak of use for
of most rationed implets has passed, it is not exthat rationing will be
ed for the 1945 crop year
there IS good reakon to bee machinery production will
me less tight before next

rnediefie
Your
nd t3r
campaira
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We c'j
t
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'
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30 Store Windows
Used in 4-H Show

Hopkinsville Road

chairman, Mrs. Willie Wyatt.
During the business session
plans were made for club members to serve Supper at the USC
clubroom September 30.
The major project study for
the afternoon was a sewing
machine clinic. The lesson was
demonstrated by Mrs. Davis and
Mrs. F. F. Taylor. A discussion
on consumer information in
clothing was led by the home
agent. Mrs. Leon Cummins, re-

The Hopkinsville Road HomeCanning, garden pr oduct S. makers met Friday afternoon
field crops and clothing were the with Mrs. Don ,Boitnott, with
F.A. officials said this does
principal exhibits displayed in
Mrs. ..Bernard Jvnes, president,
mean any more _machinery
30
storei in Pineville, when "the
farmers wil be available imcharge. Present were: Mesin
Bell county 4-H clubs held their
W.F.A. Chief Marvin
in September. Nine- dames H. A. Goodwin, W. 0.
fair
annual
es said the action was in line teen of the 34 clubs in the coun- Towery, B. L. Paris, Bernard
a policy of, removing warty, representing 1,250 club mem- Jones, P. L. Funk, J. F. Graham.
- regulations as soon as they
bers, showed products which Harry Johnson, Don Boitnott,
no longer essential."
were result of long hours of Miss Nancy Scrugham and
cleased from rationing were
work during the summer mon- Master "Mickie" Boitnott.
bates, corn binders, manure ths.
Other displays were enterThe project for the afternoon
aders, mowers, side delivery
ed by homemakers club.
was a lesson on cleaning, oiling
hay
pick
up
hay loaders,
A 4-H club rally, in which and adjusting sewing machines,
ors, wheel tractors, grain
500 boys and girls took part, given by Mrs. Don Boitnott and
potato planters, potato digand a dress revue were special Mrs. Harry Johnson. Mrs. J. F.
• silo f i 1 ler s, irrigation
features. Prizes totaling $500 Graham, recreation leader, had
ps, power sprayers, garden
were offered by the ' business charge of the social hour. The
tors, well water system,
men of the county, the Harmony club adjourned to meet October
or pumps, farm milk coolers,
4-H club being the sweepstakes 27, with Mrs. B. L. Paris.
t metal water well casing
winner.
farm scales.
The window displays attractCobb
.PA. indicated the butter
ed large crowds during the
September 24, Cobb Homeat
for
hold
would
t increase
proved
and
event,
three-day
makers Club met in the home of
t ninety days. Point values
live-athow successfully the
Mrs. Earl Wood, chairman. A
other rationed foods will rehome program has been carried
lesson in cleaning and adjusting
unchanged for the October
on by the people of the county, sewing machines was studied,
according to Farm Agent Henry
with a demonstration given by
H. Pope.
the home agent. Plans were
made for attendance at the
There are 6,345 registered hos- Homemakers' Annual Meeting,
pitals in the United States.
October 11.
Refreshments were served to
ration period. During October,
civilians will get 85,000,000 the following members and their
pounds of butter compared with guests: Mesdames H. M. Dunn,
95,000,000 in September and 100,- H. P. White, J. M. Taylor, Ernest
000,000 in August, Price Admin- Lacy, John Dunn, Vernon White,
Byron Boaz, Earl Wood, Misses
istrator Chester Bowles said.
The over-all meat supply war- Nancy Scrugham and Earl Wood.
rants no change in ration values
for these items, he said, and Eddy Creek
civilians will get only about 4
The regular meeting of the
per cent less meat a week in Eddy Creek Homemakers Club
October than in .September. The was held Thursday afternoon at
new shoe coupon will be good the home of Mrs. Badger Gray.
indefinitely with airplane stamps The president, Mrs. D. W.
1 and 2 in Ration Book 3. The Satterfield, had charge.
number of the new shoe stamp
Mrs. J. I. Lester and Mrs.
will be announced later. This Charles Lester gave a lesson on
\ be built-in comfort makes
will continue the 2-pairs-a-year cleaning, oiling and adjusting
months seem like days and
distribution of shoes under the sewing machines. Three machinmiles like inches. But check
C.P.A. regulations.
es were cleaned and adjusted
-see for yourself how Star
during the afternoon. Mrs. Gray
nds come through with the
conducted the recreation hour.
a wear.that stretches your
which concluded the meeting
FALSE TEETH
n stamps, saves you dollars
Rock, Slide or Slip? The club adjourned to meet
ncreases your foot efficiency
FASTEETH, an improved pow- October 26, with Mrs. Martin
der to be sprinkled on upper or Oliver.
Mrs. Gray's guests were: Meslower plates, holds false teeth
more firmly in place. Do not dames W. H. Tandy, Jack Gresslide, slip or rock. No gummy. ham, Martin Oliver, S. D. Sattergooey, pasty taste or feeling. field, D. W. Satterfield, J. I.
FASTEETH is alkaline (non- Lester, Charles
Lester, Ira
acid). Does not sour. Checks
Cotton, Cook Oliver and Miss
"plate odor" (denture breath).
FASTEETH at any drug Nancy Scrugham.

Special Radio Series
To Be Offered Mondays and Fridays

county

creation leader, had charge of
the social hour.
Members and visitors present
were: Mesdames F. F. Taylor.
Willie Wyatt, Leon Cummins
Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., Ragon
Cummins, Harold Smith, Charles
Skees,. Deamon Morris, Vielgil
Nuckols, Lucien Robinson, Floyd
Hunter, Herman Oliver, J. Wilbern Crowe, S. P. Davis and
Miss Nancy Scrugham.

Woodford county farmers are
sowing 5,000 pounds of vetch
seed on land that will go in tobacco next season.

• • •
T h 4, Salmons Homemakers'
club in Simpson county bought
an old school building which
they plan to use for a club and
community house.

Louisville, Oct. 3% —Kentucky
farmers are invited to listen to
a series of radio programs outlining achievements o f the
Roosevelt administration in agriculture and its plans for farmCreomuLsion relieves promptly beers after the war, sponsored by cause it goes right to the seat of the
to help loosen and expel
trouble
eemocratic National Com- germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
tteD
tmhie
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inbronchial mucous memThe broadcasts can be heard flamed
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
every Monday through Friday a bottle of Creomulsion with the unyou must like the way it
over Station WHAS, Louisville, derstanding
quickly allays the cough or you are
from 6:30 to 6:45 A.M., and over to have your money back.
Station WKRC, Cincinnati, from
6:45 to 7 A.M. John Merrifield,
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
farm program director for
of
Station WHAS now on leave
absence, is in charge.
Senator Truman, Secretary of
At a civilian hospital in Nijegen, Holland, a smiling Dutch Agriculture; Claud Wickard,
nurse attends an unidentified Vice-President; Henry A. WalAmerican paratrooper. The Yank lace and James Patman, presiwas hurt during Allied airborne dent of the National Farmers
operations in the Netherlands Union, are among speakers who
(AP Wirephoto from Signal will be on the programs.
The last broadcast of _ .the
Corps.)
vrseries will be given Tuesday
day.
election
Nov.
7,
morning,

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

C REOMULSION

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

(By Associated Press)
New York, —The Democratic
National Committee said today
that a survey made by C. E.
Hooper, Inc., radio research
organization, shoed President
Roosevelt "is still the top radio
speaker."
The committee statement said
that President Roosevelt won
"ths overwhelming decision over
the Republican contender, Thomas Dewey, on rating, audience
appeal and holding listeners, according to eastern and midwest
figures" obtained by the research
group.
"Roosevelt's Saturday speech
rated 352 compared to Dewey's
maximum rating of 25.3," the
statement said. "Roosevelt attracted 82.6 of the listeners in
his one talk \while the best
Dewey has been able to do in
any talk is 56.3.
"While Roosevelt gained listeners as he proceeded, Dewey generally lost listeners as his talks
progressed. Sharpest drop in
Dewey's listeners was noted
Monday night when he delivered
his so-called reply to the President's Saturday speech.

VIVO ONE knows how much
-LI our servicemen need these
V.S.O. Camp Shows until they've
looked into the faces of the boys
from a stage right out in a
says Paulette Goddard.
Wirt ZOU eV° to your local

atingle,"

Community War Fund for thi
National War Fund campaign is
the sole support of the U.S.O.
and other worthy' causes. We
can't let them down nowl Won't
you make your contribqtion tagek

year a big mei'

McDaniel's Standard Service Station

We are always glad to show you our complete

Laundry Will Punch
Hales In Army Socks
Camp Shelby, Miss. (IP)—The
post laundry will punch holes in
socks as a result of a shortage of
netting. The laundry was forced
to abondon.placing each GI's soiled clothes in an individual net bag
and returned to the former practice of looping each soldier's belongings together on a string.

These men are still Republican leaders and in
control of the Republican party. Are you willing
to trust the future of our nation to their judgment?

Get

store.

Here Are Examples of Their
Foresight!

Friendship
Members of the Friendship
Homemakers Club held their regular meeting Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. S. P.
Davis. The meeting was called
to order at 2:30 o'clock by the

"There is no cause for alarm. Prosperity is just
around the corner."—Republican President Hoover,
1932.
• • •
"The dahger of war is leas than it haft been for
years."—Senator Nye, 1937.
"My information is that there will be no war."—
Republican Senator Borah, 1939.
• • •
"We should not exaggerate the emergency."—B'
publican Sen. Robt. Taft, 1940.
"WHAT IS THE GOOD OF' TALKING ABOUT
50,000 PLANES. IT WILL TAKE POUR YEARS
TO ACCOMPLISH TILIS."--Trthomairs E. Dewey,
1940.
"I will repeal the income tax and reduce the
cost of state government."--Onvernor Simeon Wpliosi
1943.

Today,new millions of mothers
are learning by experience they
can depend on Star Brands for
long wear,grown•up smartness
• • . and ici.Way Built-In Fit
that means comfort and curtearless for fast growing feet.
Try Star Brands... you'll agree
they're really dependable.

Siren-slim styles of rough-textured rayon

crepe, strategically molded and draped
through skirts and bodices for real figure
loveliness. Extra flattery, too, in the deep.
curving necklines, the brilliant jewelry
.'touaies. High shades or black.Sisa 12 20,

I
.

ThupRorsttdeliAda
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Police Told To
Kill Stray Dogs

Tigers, Trounced
By Hopkinsville,
Win Fans' Favor

Council Hears Monthly
Reports Reflecting
Sound Finances

Butler's Light, Inexperienced Team Proves
Mettle; Fans Praise
Players And Coach

A topic for'discussion at Monday night's session of the City
Council was dogs, and reports of
Police Court activities for September showed a conviction with
a fine of $10 and costs or. a
charge of harboring barking
dogs.
In view of the recent attack
on two children by a dog, which
was proven rabid by laboratory
tests, Mayor Cash advised
vaccination of dogs against rabies and killing all stray dogs.
City Attorney Lisanby . said
police have the right to kill any
dog found on the premises of
any person other than the dog's
owner, unless accompained by
its owner.
The Police Court docket for
September listed 31 cases, with
fines and costs totaling $325, and
collections of $228.30.
Financial reports for September showed disbursements for
the month aggregated $3,422.29,
and more than $8,000 available
for operating expenses, not including $6,000 invested in U.S.
securities. The reports _,showed
the Telephone Company was the.
only utility to pay its 1949 taxes
by close of Septyriber.
P. E. Dunn, of the _Princeton
Implement Company, presented
a proposal to install a Defile'
engine pump at the water plant
and take the present gas pump
in exchange, plus a cash consideration, which was accepted.
The session was attmderl by
Councilmen Blackburn, La c y,
Morgan, Mrs.' J. W. Quinn,
Mayor Cash presiding, and Mrs.
Louise Jones at the desk.

Butler's 1944 Tigers can dye
their hair green and wear rings
in their noses if they want to,
having sold themselves to the
home fans last Friday night as
the battlingest bunch of busters
to represent Princeton on the
gridiron is some seasons.
Beaten largely by had breaks,
contributed by their own over
anxious players, in a hard fought
tussle with the highly touted
Hopkinsville Tigers on the home
field last weekend, the boys who
are really putting out for Coach
"Chick" Walker won plenty of
praise from the well filled
stands for their determined defensive play, which throughout BARNES CONGRATULATES HIS BROWNS—Browns'President Don Barnes (business suit) conthe contest held the superior gratulates members of his team after it clinched the American league pennant at St. Louis. From
left, bottom row: -Manager Luke Sewell, Barnes, Ellis Clary, Jack Jakucki, Mike Kreevich, Tex
Hoppers well in check.
Top row from left: Coaches Fred Hoffman and
The Hoptown boys earned only Shirley, Vernon Stephens and Al Hollingsworth.
Zack Taylor, George Caster, Al Zarilla and Gene Moore, extreme right. The Browns won the first
one touchdown, had four ties game of the World's Series Wednesday from the St. Louis Cardinals, 2 to 1. (AP Photo).
for extra points blocked, scored
twice after costly fumbles by Caldwell Physicians
Princeton backfield men deep in
their own territory, and once on Invited To Army Camp
An invitation has been exa blocked punt. Of course they
made some of these breaks, but tended to-•the -profession- M Caldthe fumbles, enough to have well county to attend a medical
and other relatives here. He
Pfc. Merle Jones Is
taken the heart out of many conference at Stgtion Hospital,
has spent the last year in China.
Camp Campbell, afternoon and Wounded In Action
teams, gave them the victory.
• • •
Pfc. Merle Jones, stfn of W. M.
For Princeton, honors went to evening of October 12, when Dr.
the whole team on the defense. Louis A. Buie, chief of Procto- Jones, Ratliff street, was recent- Don Granstaff Wins
Out manned and outweighted logical Service, Mayo Clinic, ly wounded in action and is in Promotion At Great Lakes
fully 25 pounds to the player in will lecture on rectal diseases a hospital in England. The War
Donald Granstaff, U. S. N:,
the line, Butler stopped the and lesions of the terminal porhas returned to Great Lakes, Ill.,
advised
Department
recently
power plunges of Jones, Bassett, tion of the colon. The afterRussell and Marquess so con- noon session will begin at three his father he is much improved. where he will be transferred to
• • •
a special school. He was recentsistently as to bog down the o'clock and the evening meeting
vaunted attack of the iiictors, at seven o'clock.
ly promoted to S/2c.
Pvt. Robert C. Morse
• • •
frequently forcing them to punt.
Passes will be available at Returns From Italy
Only J. Claiborne, 15-year-old Gate No. 4, and civilian
Pvt. Robert C. Morse, hus- Returns To Camp Bragg
quarterback who bids fair to physicians arerequested to enter band of Mrs. Mary E. Morse,
Pvt. Frank Pasteur returned
rank with the best pigskin toters the post at that gate.
311 Stone Street, has returned to Camp Bragg, N. C., last WedThe first known Christmas
this section has produced, could
from service outside the con- nesday after a furlough with
greeting card made its appearmake headway through Princetinental
United
States
and
is
his
wife,
son
and
parents.
Mr.
Discharged Veterans To
ancee in 1842.
ton's guard; and tackles, and he
now being processed through and Mrs. Fred Pasteur, HopkinsGet Priorities On Homes
scored
all the Hopkinsville
the Army Ground and Service ville street,
(ny Associated Press)
Academy, Annapolis, Md., after
touchdowns.
• • •
Washington, —I mmed late Forces Redistribution Station at
a 29-day furlough with his
Pickens, Chandler and Stallins priority aid for honorably disMiami Beach, Fla., where his Lieut. Farley Butler
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. 1G.
showed best on offense for But- charged veterans of World War
next assignment will be deter- Stationed In Canada
Butler, W. Main street. He spent
ler, Chandler also contributing IT for building or remodeling
mined. Pvt. Morse served five
Lt. Farley Butler, son of Mr. three days on his return tzip
numerous hard blocks and tackl- their homes was announced
to- months as rifleman in the and Mrs. A. G. Butler, W. Main with his sister, Allie Butler, in
es. Martin and Hogan showed
day by the War Production Italian theater of operations.
street, is stationed at the Pas, Washington, D. C.
marked improvement at ends.
• • •
Board and the National Housing
• • •
Canada. He has been at this base
Bronson, a sub back, did well.
Sgt. Bernard Orange
about a year, under secrecy, un- Visits Parents Here
Edna Oliver was crowned Agency.
Returns Ta California
til the last several months.
T/5 Billy Newsom and Mrs.
Football Queen in a ceremony
Cornwall, England, was one of
• • •
Staff Sergeant Bernard
before the game started and the
Newsom, Camp Shelby, Miss.,
the world's earliest sources of Orange, U.S. Marine Corps Air
band, showing remarkable trainReturns To Annapolis
spent last week-end with his
tin.
Station, Santa Barbara, calif., After Furlough Here
ing for a first game performanee,
mother, •Mrs., H. C. Newsom,
drilled and played in accordance more games then they'll lose left Tuesday after spending MonMidshipman A. G. Butler, Jr., and her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
with the high standards set by during the remainder of the and Tuesday with his father, M. has returned to the Naval R. C. Williams.
Butler bands under Director K. season.
L. Orange, and Mrs. Change, N.
.
/./111/1 1,111111111/1•11111111111./1•1111
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, V. Bryant, delighting the big
Plans were being made today Harrison street. Sergeant Orange
crowd.
for a large- delegation to accom- is leader of the station band..
• • •
Fans, well pleased with the pany the Tigers to Madisonville
-showing of Butler's light, green Friday night, where Coach Ray Capt. Charles Brown Here
team, praised Coach 'Walker and Ellis and his Maroons will be After 2 Years In China
his boys highly and expressed met in the first of a home-andCapt. Charles Brown, Army
confidence the Tigers will win home game series.
Air Corps, is visiting his wife
11•1111
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FOR RENT—Bedtooms for men. FOR
yI
Mrs. M. L. Kinsolving, 318 S.
flowers. Ites ltp.
Jefferson.
Thomson. 299 w
WANTED—High class mature
t8
e7
a0
;_o
woman to be trained at our FOR SALE—One good saddle
expense for professional corsehorse; pair good work mules. WANTED—
Rawleigh Rowe
ltp.
canvassing. The only
See Wm. Pickering.
tiere.
open.
nPortunity tee
corset in the world sold on a LOST—Gold bracelet with onyx
manent, profitable
money back guarantee. Yes!
set; probably lost in theater.
Start promptly. write
Return ,to Mrs. J. C. Arnold.
We have elastic. For personal
leigh's, Dept. Ky. j.21
after 3:30 P.M. Liberal
382
Call
interview, vskite Box 528.
Freeport, Ill.
ltp.
reward.
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c! Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy to do,
absolutey harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
At the H. H. Traylor place, 8 miles east on
McKenzie, glamorous movie
star. Money refunded if not kinsville Road, back of Friendship School,
j27-328
satisfied.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE.

CLASSIFIED ADS
no

PUBLIC SAL
Saturday, Oct. 21

FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pain of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Daw9-10tp
son Drug Store.

Starting at 10 o'clock
I will offer for sale to the highest and best bidder
following described property:
5 Milk Cows
4 Spring Heifers
1 Jersey Male Calf
1 Cultivator
1 Sweep Rake, McCormick-Deering
1 Dump Rake, John Deere
1 Mowing Machine
1 Section Harrow
1 Wagon, John Deere
1 2-Horse Breaking Plow
a 1 3-Horse Bregaking Plow.
1 Rastus and Other Plows
1 Wind Charger and Radio
3 Tons of Hay
Cream Separator, No. 2 McCormick-Deering
3 Bails Woven Wire (new)
1 Set Wagon Harness and Small Tools
Also Some Household Furniture.

Bring your curtains to me to be
washed and stretched. I will
deliver them when finished.
Mrs. Otis Stepens, Wood strett.
EXPERT RADIO SERVICE—
Bring your radio troubles to
me. Have many parts. and
same tubes. Experienced radio
Cornwell. Radio Service, 108 West Market St. tf.
kitchen
WANTED—Electric
stove. Will buy, or trade gas
stove for it. FOR SALE—
Brooder house 8' by B' - painted, metal roof. Small brooder,
complete to care for 100
chicks. Small brooder, complete to care for 25 chicks.
Twent y-f iv e hens - Rhode
Island Red Barred Rock, Leghorn. — Call 187.

•r

Terms Cash.

CHARLEY OVERBEY, Audoi

-

GENERAL TIRE

111

SYSTEM

KRAFT
RECAPPING
RECAPPING
•
BY EXPERTS WHO
KNOW HOW
•
rr•

24 HR. RECAP SERVICE

Right in our own shop: trained reap experts
—most modern equipment —exclusive General
Tire-Kraft System quality controls . thoe are
your assurance of dependableextra recap =lease.

PADUCAH TIRE AND BATTERY CO.
Paducah:.Kentucky

EUGENE CUMMINS SERVICE STATION, AGENT

.

GOOD GRAPEFRUIT

Taxpayers!

AT THIS SEASON IS HARD TO FIND but, Florida and Texas grapefruit juicei
in its prime. The Red Front Stores have quantities of the finest Silver Nip Floi•
da Grapefruit Juice or Sun-E-Tex Texas Grapefruit Juice, both in No. 2 cans

et!: mice
tlEs'
$1, $1.75

Yellow Bonnet
13 tor Srie

30TANY LANOLIN...

CAKES, most delicious,

Check the effects' of dry skin
this easy way. Botany lanolin
preparations, with theicspe-,
dolly high lanolin content, help,

Lemon Gem

'your skin maintain the,naturtst
oil bolance it needs for wit;
smooth loveliness...You'll:Feel
the Difference."2

The 1943 Tax Books Are
Now Open.

$1 25, 32;

on all taxes paid before
November.1,1944.

23

lb. 14

35(
2 cans 35(

SWIFT'S PREM, 12 oz. can
Bay of Fundy

HERRING

can 18c,

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
You may find these items "Victory Packed," but the quality
remains unchanged.

50 lb. carton

LARD
Hand Picked

BEANS With Tomato Sauce 14

PINTO BEANS

of

pkg. I

The coffee with the wonderful flavor 11
(

LOVING CUP COFFEE

lb. L I

(
10 lbs. 15

NAVY BEANS

bulk, 3 lbs. 15_(

'WW1.
AXLE GREASE 10 lb. bucket C119(
1 lb. can 121
/
4c

Mitchell Cliff

Six room Dwelling on South Jefferson Street
$5,100.00, real modern.
115 acre farm in White Sulpher Community
$1,550.00, $500 cash down payment. •
Also 180 acre trad near Crayne on 91 Highway
$8,500.00.

qt. jar 15(

DILL PICKLES

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, new Country Sorghum Molasses, Dried Califorl$

Figs, Lyndale Fresh cucumber pickles, Del Monte, Today's,
Parker House, Old Judge, Folgers, Loving Cup Coffee,

Maxwell Houst,

Sheriff of Caldwell County

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Kentucky

50 lb. bag kraut cabbage $1.59

U. S. No. 1

Roman Beauties and Grimes Golden 1?

POTATOES bag $3.85, '10 lbs 3
9
(

APPLES bushel $3.99,

Large Spanish

Head

lb.

6(

Fresh, long, green and esisp

CUCUMBERS
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CABBAGE, CABBAGE, CABBAGE, extra fine Wisconsin Cabbage, lb. *

ONIONS

Id I
vor
n's

Krock Hared

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

For Sale

Phone 54

Pure Hog

Great Northern or

PANCAKE MIX

(
pkg. 21

80 lb. bag oyster Shell or 100 lb bag Of
cium Carbonite

Van Camp's—lg. 21 oz. can

•••
.
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Princeton,

Dromedary

GINGER BREAD MIX

CHICKEN GRIT

A fine meat for all occasions

McKenzle's,makes delicious pancakes 1

GOLDNAMER'S

2% DISCOUNT

COOKIES

lb.

ect
Te
gers

lb. I

irgmia
'S Ii'
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an
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n.

LETTUCE
1st Florida

lb. 81
(

GRAPEFRUIT

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables and fresh meat. More for
your Money all the tins

RED FRONT
CASH iffk,CARRY STORES

IS.
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